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Abstract 
Behavioural theories are a generalization of first-order theories where the equality predicate 
symbol is interpreted by a behavioural equality of objects (and not by their identity). In this paper 
we first consider arbitrary behavioural equalities determined by (partial) congruence relations 
and we show how to reduce the behavioural theory of any class of algebras to (a subset of) 
the standard theory of some corresponding class of algebras. This reduction is the basis of a 
method for proving behavioural theorems whenever an axiomatization of the behavioural equality 
is provided. Then we focus on the important special case of (partial) observational equalities 
where two elements are observationally equal if they cannot be distinguished by observable 
computations over some set of input values. We provide general conditions under which an 
obvious infinite axiomatization of the observational equality can be replaced by a finitary one and 
we provide methodological guidelines for finding such finitary axiomatizations. As a consequence, 
any proof system for first-order logic can be used to prove the behavioural validity of first-order 
formulas with respect o a given (partial) observational equality. 
1. Introduction 
Behavioural abstraction plays a prominent rGle in formal software development, 
since it provides a suitable basis for defining adequate correctness concepts 
(cf. e.g. [2,12,19-21,231). For instance, for proving the correctness of a program with 
respect to a given specification, many examples show that it is essential to abstract 
from internal implementation details and to rely only on the observable behaviour of 
the program. 
Behavioural correctness concepts can be formalized using a behavioural logic, where 
the usual satisfaction relation of first-order logic with equality is generalized to a be- 
havioural satisfaction relation determined by a family of (partial) congruence relations 
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(one for each algebra), called behavioural equality. The most important examples of 
behavioural equalities are observational equalities relating any two elements of an al- 
gebra which cannot be distinguished by observable computations. In the literature there 
are different definitions of observational equalities according to different choices of the 
input values that are allowed for observable computations. For instance [21] considers 
a “total” observational equality imposing no restriction on the input values while in 
[19] a “partial” observational equality is used where only observable inputs are allowed 
for observable computations. Since we consider arbitrary partial congruence relations 
both notions are captured by our general concept of behavioural equality. 
For performing correctness proofs in a behavioural framework it is crucial to show 
that the axioms of a given specification are behaviourally satisfied by an implementa- 
tion. In other words this means that the axioms of a given specification belong to the 
behavioural theory of the implementing specification where the behavioural theory of 
a class C of algebras is the set of all formulas that are behaviourally satisfied by all 
algebras of C. Unfortunately it is usually difficult to prove that a formula belongs to 
the behavioural theory of a given class C of algebras, and the behavioural satisfaction 
relation does not even fulfil the satisfaction condition of institutions. Therefore we are 
interested in finding “nice” characterizations of behavioural theories which allow us 
to prove behavioural theorems using standard proof techniques as implemented, for 
instance, in any available theorem prover for (standard) first-order logic. We split this 
task into two major parts: First we show how to reduce for any arbitrary behavioural 
equality and for any class C of algebras the behavioural theory of C to (a subset 
of) the standard theory of some corresponding class of algebras and we show that 
this reduction is useful for proving behavioural theorems if an axiomatization of the 
behavioural equality is provided. Then we focus on (partial) observational equalities 
and we provide general conditions under which an obvious infinite axiomatization of 
the observational equality can be replaced by a finitary one. 
More precisely we proceed as follows. As the first step (Section 4) we provide a 
general construction (called “lift operator”) which introduces explicit predicate symbols 
for denoting the behavioural equality. We show that a formula 4 is behaviourally valid 
with respect to a class C of algebras if and only if its lifted version Y(4) is valid 
in the standard sense with respect to all lifted algebras of s(C) (Theorem 4.2). 
The usefulness of this characterization of behavioural theories still depends on the 
possibility to prove standard theorems over Z(C). Therefore we introduce in Section 5 
a general notion of (infinitary) axiomatization of a behavioural equality and we show 
that such an axiomatization allows us to characterize the class Z(C) of lifted algebras 
(Theorem 5.5). In particular, we see that given an axiomatizable class C (i.e. C is 
the model class of a flat standard specification) and given an axiomatization of the 
behavioural equality then Y(C) is axiomatizable as well. However, we still have the 
problem that the axiomatization of the behavioural equality may be given by a set 
of infinitary formulas since in concrete examples (as in the case of observational 
equalities) only an infinitary axiomatization may be immediately deduced from the 
definition of the given behavioural equality. Hence, in the next step (Section 6) we 
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consider finitary axiomatizations of the behavioural equality with the help of auxiliary 
hidden sorts and function symbols and we show that whenever such an axiomatization 
of the behavioural equality for a class C of algebras is provided, then one can prove 
behavioural theorems over C using standard proof techniques (Theorem 6.3). 
These results lead to a general framework for the reduction of behavioural theories 
to standard theories. In Section 7 we study how a concrete finitary axiomatization (with 
hidden part) can be obtained in the case of (partial) observational equalities. For this 
purpose we set out from an obvious infinitary axiomatization of the partial observa- 
tional equality which says that two elements a and b are observationally equal if they 
are denotable by terms which contain only input variables and if all applications of 
observable contexts to a and b yield the same result. Both properties are easily axiom- 
atizable, but in general only by infinitary formulas, since there are usually infinitely 
many terms with input variables and also infinitely many observable contexts. How to 
find a finitary axiomatization of a (partial) observational equality for a given class C 
of algebras is based on two ideas: On one hand one has to specify the definedness 
(i.e. denotability by terms with input variables) with the help of new (hidden) predicate 
symbols. On the other hand we suggest to reduce the set of all observable contexts 
to a smaller set of contexts which is sufficient for describing the observational equal- 
ity on all algebras of C. We show that any smaller set of observable contexts which 
induces a congruence relation on the algebras of C is appropriate for this purpose 
(Proposition 7.4 and Theorem 7.7). If we can find a finite set of observable contexts 
with this property we can immediately derive a finitary axiomatization of the observa- 
tional equality (Corollary 7.6). If we can only find an appropriate infinite subset of the 
observable contexts then the equality induced by this infinite set has to be axiomatized 
using contexts with hidden function symbols (Theorem 7.11). As a last result we show 
that it is always possible to construct a finitary axiomatization with hidden part of any 
partial observational equality (Proposition 7.13). However, this result is mainly of the- 
oretical interest, since it relies on a technically complex encoding of the observational 
equality. 
In Section 8 we summarize our method for proving the behavioural validity of 
formulas with respect to a given (partial) observational equality, and we apply our 
method to various concrete examples. 
In Section 9 we introduce an alternative technique for obtaining a finitary axiom- 
atization of partial observational equalities. The main idea of this section is to show 
that it is always possible to consider, instead of a partial observational equality, a cor- 
responding total observational equality, provided we replace the class C of algebras 
we are interested in by another related class of algebras (Theorem 9.4). Using this 
alternative technique, one first gets rid of the problems raised by partiality, and then 
the method described in Section 8 is applied, i.e. we have to obtain a suitable finitary 
axiomatization of the corresponding total observational equality. However this task is 
in general much simpler for total observational equalities than for partial ones. 
In Section 10 we extend our study by considering the behavioural theories of ‘be- 
havioural” and “abstractor” specifications (cf. [7]). We show that for such specifications 
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we can first apply useful reductions before using our general proof method. Moreover, 
we show how to use a characterization of “fully abstract algebras” (w.r.t. the considered 
behavioural equality) to further optimize our proof techniques (Theorem 10.11). 
In Section 11 we end by some concluding remarks and we discuss related approaches 
in the literature. 
2. Basic notions 
We assume that the reader is familiar with algebraic specifications (cf. e.g. [9,28]). 
The basic concepts and notations that will be used hereafter are briefly summarized in 
this section. 
A (many sorted) signature C is a pair (S,F) where S is a set of sorts and F is 
a set of function symbols. ’ To each function symbol f E F is associated an arity 
Sl... s, + s with s,sl , . . . ,s, E S. If n = 0 then f is called a constant of sort s. A 
(tot4 C-algebra A = ((As)sE~, (.P )fE~) over a signature Z = (S,F) consists of a 
family of carrier sets (As)sEs and a family of fnnctions (fA)rE~ such that, if f has 
a&J s1 . . .s, -+ s, then f" is a (total) function from A,, x . . . xAsn to A, (if n = 0 then 
f" denotes a constant object of A,). A C-algebra A’ is a subalgebra of a C-algebra A 
if Ai 2 A, for all s E S and if for all f E F the restriction of f” to A’ is the function 
f”‘. If S’ G S and F’ s F then C’ = (S’, F’) is called a subsignature of C = (S, F). 
If C’ is a subsignature of C, the restriction of a Z-algebra A to the subsignature C’, 
denoted by Alxf , is defined by (A/E,)~ = A, for each s E S’ and fAix/ = f" for each 
f E F’. The restriction of a class C of C-algebras to a subsignature C’, denoted by 
C(C~, is defined by C]L~ dzf {Alp 1 A E C}. Throughout this paper we always assume 
that the carrier sets A, of a C-algebra A are not empty. C-morphisms are defined as 
usual. The category of all C-algebras is denoted by Alg(C). 
Given an arbitrary S-sorted family X = (X,), E S of sets X,, T&X) denotes the 
Z-term algebra freely generated by X, the carrier sets of which are the sets Tz(X), 
of terms of sort s (and with variables in X). In several occasions we will consider a 
subset In C S and we will choose X, = 0 for all s E S \ In (and X, # 0 for all s E In). 
In that case, due to the non-empty carrier set requirement of above, we will always 
assume that the signature C is sensible w.r.t. In, i.e. that for all s E S\In (and hence for 
all s E S), there exists a term t of sort s built with function symbols of C and variables 
of the non-empty sets X,1 with s’ E In. Given a C-algebra A, a valuation CI : X -+ A 
is a family of mappings (u, : X, --f A,)sE~. Any valuation c1 : X-A uniquely extends 
to a C-morphism 1, : T,(X) ---) A, called the interpretation associated to a. 
A partial C-congruence on a Z-algebra A is a family MA = (%&)sEs of partial 
equivalence relations (i.e. symmetric and transitive relations) %A,s on A, compatible 
with the signature C, i.e. for all f E F of arity s1 . . .s, -+ s, for all ai,bj E A,, if 
’ In this paper we always assume that both S and F are finite. 
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Ui z&, bi then fA(al,. . . ,a,,) %A,s fA(bl,. . . , b,).’ A ~-congruence %A is total if for 
all a in A, a =A a, i.e. all relations z:A,s are reflexive. The “definition domain” of a 
partial congruence MA, denoted by Dom(zA ), is defined by {u E A 1 a =:A a} and is a 
subalgebra of A (moreover the restriction of MA to DO~(ZA ) is a total C-congruence 
on DOnI(% In the following A/ZA denotes the quotient algebra of Dom(zA ) by %:A. 
In the sequel of this paper we assume given an arbitrary but fixed family X = 
(xs)sG of countably infinite sets X, of variables of sort s E S. First-order C-formulas 
are defined as usual, from equations 1 = Y, the logical connectives 1, A, V, . and the 
quantifiers V’, 3. We will also use injinitary C-formulas of the form AiEI +i and V,EI 4i, 
where (4i)iel is a countable family of C-formulas. A C-sentence is a C-formula which 
contains no free variable. In the sequel we will use the following abbreviations: For 
any term t E T&Y), Var(t) denotes the set of variables occurring in t, and similarly 
Var(Z, r) for a couple of terms I, r. For instance a universally quantified equation will 
be denoted by ‘dVar(l, r). I = r Moreover, FreeVar(q5) denotes the set of the free 
variables of the formula 4, which is defined as usual. 
The (standard) satisfaction of a Z-formula 4 (finitary or not) by a Z-algebra A, 
denoted by A + 4, is defined as usual in the first-order predicate calculus: the predicate 
symbol = is interpreted in the carrier sets of the algebra by the set-theoretic equality. 
Due to the requirement of non-empty carrier sets, no pathological situations can occur 
with respect to the satisfaction relation (cf. [16]). 
A basic (algebraic) specijication SP is a tuple (C, &‘x) where C = (S,F) is a 
signature and XZ’X is a set of C-sentences, called axioms of SP. The model class of 
SP, denoted by Mod(SP), is the class of all C-algebras which satisfy the axioms of 
SP, i.e. Mod(SP) dAf {A E Alg(C) 1 A + 4 for all 4 E &x}. 
An algebraic specification language is called ASL-like if to any specification SP is 
associated a signature, denoted by Sig(SP), and a class of models, denoted by Mod(SP), 
such that Mod(SP) C Alg(Sig(SP)), and if the language contains basic specifications 
as defined above and (at least) an operator + for the combination of specifications SP 
and SP’ such that Sig(SP + SP’) = Sig(SP) U Sig(SP’) and Mod(SP + SP’) = {A E 
Alg(Sig(SP + SP’)) 1 AISip(SP, E Mod(SP) and Al slg(sp/) E Mod(SP’)}. In the following, 
by an ASL-like structured specification SP, we always refer to a specification written 
with such an ASL-like specification language (cf. e.g. [25]). 
For any class C of C-algebras and any ASL-like structured specification SP’ with 
signature Z’, we denote by C+SP’ the class of (ZUZ’)-algebras defined by C-t SP’ dAf 
{A E Alg(C U C’) 1 Alz E C and A[z~ E Mod(SP’)}. This notation is consistent with the 
sum of specifications, since obviously we have Mod(SP) + SP’ = Mod(SP f SP’). 
The (standard) theory of a class C of C-algebras, denoted by Th(C), is defined 
by Th( C) kf {Z-formula 4 I A b 4 f or all A E C}. In the following C + 4 is an 
equivalent notation for 4 E Th(C) and similarly SP + 4 is an equivalent notation 
*In the sequel, for the sake of clarity, we will often omit the subscript s and write a %A b instead of 
a =A.s b. 
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for 4 E Th(Mod(SP)). Note that we will always consider theories including infinitary 
C-formulas. However it is obvious that all our results remain valid if we restrict to 
first-order theories, i.e. theories consisting only of finitary (first-order) C-formulas. 
In practice it is often useful to consider, instead of arbitrary C-algebras, algebras that 
are finitely generated by a distinguished subset of the function symbols, called con- 
structors. In these algebras all elements can be denoted by a constructor term (which 
is built only with constructor symbols and variables of those sorts for which no con- 
structor is defined). More precisely, such generation principles can be formalized using 
reachability constraints as follows: 
(i) A reachability constraint over a signature Z = (S,F) is a pair W = (&,Fye) 
such that Ss s S, Fge C F and for any f E Fg with arity si . . . s, + s the sort s belongs 
to S,. A sort s E & is called constrained sort and a function symbol f E Fg is called 
constructor symbol (or briefly constructor). We assume also that for each constrained 
sort s E & there exists at least one constructor in Fge with s as codomain. (This 
ensures that C is sensible w.r.t. S \ Sg.) 
(ii) A constructor term is a term t E Tp(X’), of sort s E &, where Z’ = (S,Fa), 
X’ = (Xi)>,,s with Xi = X, if s E S \ Sg and X,’ = 0 if s E &. The set of constructor 
terms is denoted by Tye. 
(iii) A Z-algebra A satisfies a reachability constraint W = (Sg,Fa), denoted by 
A /= 9, if for any s E & and any a E A,, there exists a constructor term t E (Tg)$ 
and a valuation tl : X’ -+ A such that &(t) = a. (Note that this definition is independent 
of X because X, is countably infinite for all s E S.) 
It is important to note that reachability constraints can be expressed by infinitary 
sentences: 
Fact 2.1. Let A be a Z-algebra and 5%’ = (SB,F~) be a reachability constraint over 
C. Then A + W if and only if A k &-se GEN:, where GENF is the injinitary 
C-sentence defined by GENF def Vx:s. VtECr,), 3Var(t).x = t. 
According to this fact, specifications with finitary axioms and reachability constraints 
can be defined as a particular kind of basic specifications with infinitary axioms as 
follows. Let Z be a signature, W = (S%,Fg) be a reachability constraint over C and 
&x be a set of finitary C-sentences. Then the triple SP = (C, 9,&x) is, by definition, 
the basic specification (C, &‘x U {GENT 1 s E Sg}). In the following a specification 
will be called smooth if it is built using the + specification-building primitive and 
specifications with finitary axioms and reachability constraints. To put emphasis on 
smooth specifications is justified by the fact that for such specifications it is easy 
to obtain sound proof rules by combining a sound (and complete) proof system for 
many-sorted first order logic with equality and structural induction w.r.t. the defined 
constructors. 
Example 2.2. Let us consider the following CONTAINER specification. 
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spec: CONTAINER 
use: ELEM, NAT, BOOL 
sort: Container 
generated by: 
0 : --f Container 
insert : Elem Container --+ Container 
operations: 
_ U _ : Container Container + Container 
remove : Elem Container -+ Container 
_ E _ : Elem Container --+ Boo1 
card : Container --+ Nat 
subset : Container Container + Boo1 
axioms: 
V S , S’:Container, e,e’:Elem. 
Bus=s 
insert(e,S) U S’ = insert(e,S U S’) 
remove(e,0> = 0 
remove(e,insert(e,S)) = remove(e,S) 
e # e’ =+ remove(e,insert(e’,SJ) = insert(e’,remove(e,S)) 
e E 0 = false 
[e E insert(e’,S) = true1 H [(e = e’> V (e E S = true)1 
card(0> = 0 
[e E S = true] + card(insert(e,S)) = card(S) 
[e E S = false] + cardcinsert (e,S>> = succ(card(S)> 
[subset (S , S’> = true] 
H [Ve:Elem. (e E S = true + e E S’ = true)] 
end CONTAINER. 
We do not detail the subspecifications ELEM, NAT and BOOL which are the usual 
ones. Note that the sort Container is constrained by the constructors 0 and insert. 
Since the CONTAINER specification is rather loose, its model class contains, among 
other algebras, the algebra of finite sets of elements, the algebra of finite multisets of 
elements, as well as the algebra of finite sequences of elements. It is quite easy to 
show (by structural induction w.r.t. the constructors 0 and insert) that: 3 
CONTAINER k 
CONTAINER k 
su0=s, 
[e E (S U S’) = true1 
@ [(e E S = true)V(e E S’ = true)], 
’ For the sake of simplicity the variables occurring in the formulas used in our examples are implicitly 
universally quantified. 
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but it is important to note that: 
CONTAINER F insert(e,insert(e,S)) =insert(e,S), 
CONTAINER k insert(e,insert(e’,S)) =insert(e’,insert(e,S)), 
i.e. the above equations are not valid in all models of CONTAINER. As a consequence, 
the CONTAINER specification cannot be considered as a correct implementation of the 
usual specification of sets if we require that an implementation satisfies (in the standard 
sense) all axioms of the given specification. 
3. Behavioural theories 
The main idea underlying the behavioural approach to the satisfaction of formulas 
is to assume that any C-algebra A is equipped with a partial congruence relation =:A, 
called the behavioural equality w.r.t. A, where for any two elements a, b E A, a MA b 
holds whenever a and b are considered to be “behaviourally indistinguishable”. More 
precisely: 
Definition 3.1 (Behavioural equality and behaviour). Given a signature C, a C-behav- 
ioural equality is a family % = (MA)A&&is(z:) of partial Z-congruence relations. For any 
C-algebra A, the quotient algebra A/- -A is called the behaviour of A (w.r.t. z). 
First remember that A/ZA denotes the quotient algebra of Dom(=:A ) by %A. Hence 
the behaviour A/ZA of an algebra A forgets “irrelevant” elements (i.e. those not in 
Dom(=A )) and identifies all elements which are indistinguishable “from the outside”, 
i.e. that are behaviourally equal. Hence the behaviour A/ZA can be considered as 
the “black box view” of the algebra A. The most important examples of behavioural 
equalities are observational equalities relating any two elements of an algebra which 
cannot be distinguished by observable computations, cf. Section 3.2. In practice it is 
often the case that some additional properties are required for behavioural equalities 
(cf. e.g. [6,7] and Section IO), but since our results hold for arbitrary behavioural 
equalities there is no need for any extra assumption here. 
As explained in the introduction, adequate correctness concepts must be defined with 
respect to some notion of behavioural abstraction. For instance, the above definition of 
the behaviour of an algebra leads to the notion of behavioural implementation studied 
in [6], where a specification SP-I is called a behavioural implementation of a specifi- 
cation SP (w.r.t. a given behavioural equality) if the behaviour of any model of SP-I 
(restricted to the signature of SP) is a model of SP. Thereby SP is considered as a 
specification of “intended behaviours” (cf. Example 3.12). 
3.1. Behavioural satisfaction and behavioural theories 
We start by generalizing the standard satisfaction relation to a behavioural satis- 
faction relation w.r.t. a given behavioural equality z:. The idea is to interpret the 
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variables occurring in a formula not by all values of an algebra A but only by values 
in Dom(%:,), and to interpret the equality predicate symbol not by the set-theoretic 
equality but by the given partial congruence relation =A. A relationship between the 
standard satisfaction relation and the behavioural satisfaction relation is provided in 
Theorem 3.4. 
Definition 3.2 (Behavioural satisfaction relation). Let C be a signature and = = 
(%A)AEAt.@) be a C-behavioural equality. The behavioural satisfaction relation w.r.t. z=, 
denoted by k-, is defined as follows. 
Let A be a C-algebra, 1, r E T&Y), be two terms of sort s, 4, $ be two C-formulas, 
{ & 1 i E I} be a countable family of C-formulas and c1 : X -+ Dom( %A ) be a valuation. 
(i) A,a kz E = r holds if and only if Z,(Z) MA Z,(r). 
(ii) A,cx FE -4 h Id f d o s i an only if A, c( kz 4 does not hold, 
A, a += 4 A tj holds if and only if both A, !.I += q5 and A, u bz II/ hold. 
(iii) A, CI km Vx:s.~ holds if and only if, for all valuations j : X -+ Dom(%A ) with 
b(y) = a(y) for all y # x, A, j3 += 4 holds. 
(iv) 4~ k- Ai,1 4i holds if and only if, for all i E I, A,a kx +i holds. 
(v) A += 4 if and only if A, cx +- 4, for all valuations CI : X --+ Dom(%:A). 
Hence Definition 3.2 is quite similar to the definition of the standard satisfac- 
tion relation, the main difference being for (i) where Z,(Z) = Z,(r) is replaced by 
Z,(Z) %:A Z,(r). Moreover, it is important to note that valuations have their range 
in Dom(mA ) and not in A, to take into account the fact that =:A is a partial 
congruence. 
According to the generalization of the standard satisfaction relation to the behavioural 
satisfaction relation with respect to a behavioural equality =:, we consider the be- 
havioural theory with respect to % of a given class C of C-algebras. 
Definition 3.3 (Behavioural theory). Let C be a signature and M be a C-behavioural 
equality. Let C C Alg(1) be a class of C-algebras. The behavioural theory of C 
w.r.t. M, denoted by Th,(C), is defined by: 
Th,(C) ef {C-formula 4 1 A k=_ 4 for all A E C} 
In the following C +- 4 is an equivalent notation for 4 E Th=(C) and similarly 
SP /== 4 is an equivalent notation for 4 E Th,(Mod(SP)). 
The following theorem, proved in [7], provides a relationship between the be- 
havioural satisfaction relation and the standard one, hence between behavioural theories 
and standard theories. 
Theorem 3.4 (Bidoit et al. [7, Theorem 3.111). Let Z be a signature and M be a 
C-behavioural equality. For any Z-algebra A, Z-formula 4, class C of C-algebras, 
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the following holds: 
(i) A b= # if and only if A/E~ /== (b . 
(ii) Th,(C) = Th(C/=), where C/e denotes the beh~vio~ral quotient of C, 
defined by: 
C/z ‘kf {A/Q 1 A E C} . 
This theorem shows that an algebra behaviorally satisfies a formula if and only if 
its behaviour satisfies (in the standard sense) the same formula. Thus all the results 
developed in the following for the behavioural theory of a class C of algebras are 
equivalently valid for the standard theory of the behavioural quotient of C. For instance, 
to show that a specification SP-I is a behavioural implementation of a basic specification 
SP = (X,&X}, i.e. to show that the behaviour of any model of SP-I (restricted to the 
signature C) satisfies the axioms ,r;$n, it is equivalent to show that &‘x is included in 
the behavioural theory of the model class of SP-I (restricted to the signatnre C), i.e. to 
prove that the sentences of RZX are behavioural theorems w.r.t. this class of models 
(cf. [W 
In practice it is usually difficult to prove behavioural theorems due to the generalized 
satisfaction relation. Although Theorem 3.4(ii) shows that in principle behavioral the- 
ories can be reduced to standard theories, this result is of little practical interest because 
even if the class C is axiomatizable we have (in general) no straightforward proof sys- 
tem for the standard theory of the class C/X (since the formation of quotients does not 
preserve the validity of arbitrary formulas). Therefore we are interested in finding other 
characterizations of behavioral theories which allow us to prove behaviouml theorems 
using standard proof techniques. For this purpose our general strategy will be first to 
reduce the behavioural theory Th,(C) of some class C of algebras to (a subset of) 
the standard theory Th(D) of some other class D of algebras and then to look for an 
appropriate axiomatization (or a proof system) for D (provided that an axiomatization 
or a proof system for C is given). 
This will be the topic of the next three sections. Before that, let us study in more 
details the important special case of observational equalities. 
3.2. The observational case 
The most important examples of behavioural equalities are observational equalities 
of objects, The intuition behind observational equalities is the following one: Two 
objects of an algebra are considered to be observationally equal if they cannot be 
distinguished by “experiments” with “observable” results. In order to provide the nec- 
essary focalization, we will proceed as follows. First, we will define con~~~~s, which 
are a special kind of terms representing the “experiments’“. Then we will show how a 
very general notion of contextual equality of objects can be associated to any choice 
of a set of contexts. Finally we define the observational equality of objects we are 
interested in as a special case of contextual equalities. 
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Definition 3.5 (Contexr). Let C = (S,F) be a signature and let X = (Xs)sEs be the 
generally assumed family of countably infinite sets of variables of sort s. Let Z = 
({z,}),~s be a disjoint S-sorted family of singleton sets. 
(i) A C-context is a C-term C E TX-(X U Z) which contains, besides variables in X, 
one or many occurrences of exactly one variable z, E Z, called the context variable 
of c. 
(ii) By exception, Var(C) will denote the set of variables occurring in C apart from 
the context variable of C. 
(iii) C[t] denotes the term obtained by substituting the term t E Tz(X), for the 
context variable z, (of sort s) in C. 
(iv) Given an arbitrary set 97 of C-contexts, we denote by U(s) the (possibly empty) 
subset of the contexts of g with context variable of sort s. 
~#‘UZ) represents the set of all possible experiments (with arbitrary input variables 
X). In general we may not want to allow experiments on any values in an algebra 
A, but only on those values that can be denoted by a term t, where some restrictions 
apply to the variables that may occur in t. More precisely, we will choose a subset of 
input sorts In C S, and consider the smallest subalgebra A[&,] of A generated by C 
and Xi,, where XI, is the S-sorted family of variables defined by (X1,)$ = 0 if s 6 In 
and (Xi,), = X, if s E In (where X = (Xs)sE~ is the generally assumed family of 
countably infinite sets of variables of sort s). This leads to the following definition of 
the (partial) contextual equality relation induced by some input sorts In and by a set 
q of C-contexts. 
Definition 3.6 (Partial contextual equality). Let C = (S,F) be a signature, In C S be 
a set of input sorts such that z is sensible w.r.t. In (cf. Section 2), V be an arbitrary 
set of C-contexts and A be a C-algebra. The partial contextual equality on A induced 
by 93 and In, denoted by =y,rn,A , is defined as follows. 
Let A[&] be the smallest subalgebra of A generated by C and Xi,. The carrier sets 
of A[XI,] are defined by A[X& = {a E A, 1 there exists a term t E T&YI,)~ and a 
valuation CI : Xl, --+ A such that Z&t) = a}. 
Two elements a, b E A, of sort s are contextually equal (w.r.t. $? and In), denoted 
by a zV,In,A b, if and only if both a and b belong to A[&& and, for all contexts 
C E %? with context variable z, of sort s, for all valuations CI : X --+ A[&,], we have 
Z&(C) = la,(C), where aa,& : x U {Z$} -+ A[&,] are the unique extensions of x 
defined by a,(~,) = a and Ub(Z,) = 6. 
Note that, if there is no context C E W with context variable of sort s, then we have 
a =y,In,A b, for all a, b E A[&,& of sort s. 
The intuition behind this definition is that two elements a and b are contextually 
equal w.r.t. a given set V of C-contexts if they belong to the chosen subalgebra A[&,] 
and if they cannot be distinguished by at least one of the computations represented by 
the contexts of %. Note that My,tn,A is a family of partial equivalence relations (one 
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for each sort s E S). However, zwR,in,A is not necessarily a partial congruence relation, 
i.e. %:v,I,,A is not necessarily compatible with the signature C. 
Even if z:V,tn,A is not a partial C-congruence, we can consider its “definition domain”, 
denoted by Dom(z:u,i,,A ), and defined by {u E A ) a z:V,In,A a}. Obviously we have 
Dom(%,tn,A) = 4&I. 
We are now ready to define (partial) observational equalities. For this, we assume 
given a signature C=(S,F) and a distinguished set Obs C S of observable sorts (which 
denote the carrier sets of observable values). Moreover, we assume given a set In s S 
of input sorts such that C is sensible w.r.t. In. Then two objects of an algebra are 
considered to be observationally equal if they cannot be distinguished by “experiments” 
with observable results and with inputs chosen according to In. 
Definition 3.7 (Observable context and observational equality). Let C = (S,F) be a 
signature, Obs C S be a set of observable sorts and In 5 S be a set of input sorts, such 
that C is sensible w.r.t. In. 
(i) The set of all observable C-contexts, denoted by %?Fbs, is defined as being the 
set of all C-contexts of observable sort s E Obs. 
(ii) Let A be a C-algebra. The partial contextual equality on A induced by %?!bs and 
In (cf. Definition 3.6) is called the (partial) observational equality on A induced by 
Obs and In and is denoted by =obs, in, A. 
Remark 3.8. In [7], the partial observational equality induced by Obs and In is defined 
in a slightly different way. Instead of considering the observable contexts %‘;bs built 
from the signature z and arbitrary variables X, one restricts to observable contexts 
built from the signature C and variables of an input sort only (i.e. Tr(Xi, U Z) is 
used instead of r&Y U Z) in Definition 3.5). Then two elements a, b E A, of sort s 
are observationally equal if and only if both a and b belong to A[X& and, for all 
observable contexts C E Z’&Xi,UZ) with context variable z, of sort S, for all valuations 
CI : XI, + A, we have INa = I,,(C), where a,, c(b : XI, U {zS} 4 A are the unique 
extensions of c1 defined by M,(z,) = a and clb(Z,) = b. It is fairly obvious that this leads 
to a definition equivalent to our Definition 3.7. However, Definition 3.7 will prove to 
be more convenient in the sequel. 
Lemma 3.9. The observational equality Mobs, I ,, A on A is a partial C-congruence (and 
Dom(=obs, III, A) = 4&I). 
The family (=obs,~n,A)~E~~g(q of partial observational equalities (which in particular 
are partial C-congruences) will be denoted by zobs,in. Most examples studied in the 
literature are captured by our definition: 
1. If we choose In = S, i.e. the elements of all carrier sets can be used as input 
for observable computations, then A[&,] = A and zobs,s,A is a total congruence on A 
which corresponds to the behavioural equality used e.g. in [4,21]. 
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2. If we choose In = Obs, i.e. only values generated from observable ones can 
be used as input for observable computations, then %obs,obs,A is a partial congruence 
on A and the resulting behavioural satisfaction relation corresponds to the one used 
in [19] for the behavioural satisfaction of equations. The advantage here is that non- 
observable junk (i.e. values which are not reachable from the observable ones) will 
not be considered for the behavioural satisfaction of formulas and hence cannot cause 
problems, for instance, with respect to the correctness of implementations (cf. e.g. [20]). 
Lemma 3.10. Let us consider the total observational equality z&s induced by a set 
Obs of observable sorts. Let A be a C-algebra and VVar(1, r). 1 = r be a universally 
quantiJied equation. Let s be the common sort of I and r. 
(i) Zf s is an observable sort, then A &bs,S VVar(l,r). I = r if and only if A k 
VVar(Z,r). 1 = r. 
(ii) Zf s is a non-observable sort, then A &,,,T VVar(l,r). 1 = r if and only if, for 
all observable contexts C E %‘~bs(s), A k War(C) U Var(l,r). C[1] = C[r]. 
Remark 3.11. Lemma 3.10 is often used in the literature to define directly (i.e. with- 
out introducing explicitly the total observational equality) the behavioural satisfaction 
of equations. However the explicit definition we have chosen (cf. Definition 3.2) is 
necessary to define the behavioural satisfaction of arbitrary Z-formulas w.r.t. an arbi- 
trary behavioural equality (this idea is even extended to higher-order logic in [15]). 
On the other hand, this lemma suggests that, in the total observational framework, 
to prove the behavioural satisfaction of an equation I = r (between non-observable 
terms of sort s), it is equivalent to prove the standard satisfaction of the infinite set of 
equations C[1] = C[r], for all C E %?Fb”(s). Context Induction (a specialized version 
of structural induction) was introduced in [13] as a means to prove such infinite sets 
of equations and has been implemented in the ISAR system (cf. [l]). Unfortunately 
proofs by context induction are quite complicated and difficult to handle in practice, 
especially in a first-order framework. 
Example 3.12. Let us consider again our CONTAINER specification and assume that 
the observable sorts are Elem, Nat and Boo1 and that all sorts are input sorts. Let 
=cont denote the corresponding total observational equality. Two objects of sort Con- 
tainer will be considered as observationally equal if they cannot be distinguished 
by observable contexts. Here, all observable contexts (with context variable of sort 
Container) must contain either E, subset or card. If we consider the algebra of 
finite sequences of elements, it is intuitively clear that two distinct sequences will be 
observationally equal if they contain the same elements (not necessarily with the same 
number of occurrences or in the same order), because these sequences cannot be dis- 
tinguished by any observable context. For the same reasons, it is intuitively clear that 
the two characteristic equations of sets, insert (e , insert (e, S> 1 = insert (e , S) 
and insert (e , insert (e J , S) > = insert (e ’ , insert (e , S> 1, are behaviourally sat- 
isfied by all models of the CONTAINER specification. Indeed no observable experiment 
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can distinguish the left- and right-hand sides of these equations. Therefore, using Theo- 
rem 3.4, the behaviour of any model of CONTAINER is a model of the usual specification 
of sets, and CONTAINER can be considered as a correct behavioural implementation of 
sets. The aim of this paper is to provide a general proof technique to formally establish 
that the above intuition is right. 
4. The lift operator 
The main idea for reducing the behavioural theory of some class C of algebras to 
the standard theory of a related class D of algebras is to introduce explicit denotations 
for the given behavioural equality. For this purpose we use predicate symbols to denote 
the equivalence relations. 4 
Definition 4.1 (Lift operator). Given a signature C, a C-algebra A, a class C of C- 
algebras and a C-formula 4, we define their lifted versions with respect to a given 
Z-behavioural equality z as follows: 
(i) L?(C) kf C U {w3: s s},~s, i.e. Y(C) is the signature C enriched by binary 
predicate symbols ws: s s (to denote the behavioural equality), for each sort s in S. 
We will adopt an infix notation for the binary predicate symbols No, i.e. we write 
1 NS Y instead of ws(Z,r). 
(ii) 5?(A) is the unique S?(C)-algebra extension of A defined by: 
(a) _Y(A)lr !Ef A 
Y(A) def 
(b) For any s in S, mS = z:AJ, i.e. for any a,b in _Y(A)S (= A,), a -F@) b 
if and only if a =A,$ b. 
(iii) Z(C) kf {_!?(A) 1 A E C}. 
(iv) =W& fzf KA\y:sEFreeVarc4j OS(y)) + cj*], where D,(y) is an abbreviation for 
y ~~ y and 4* is defined by induction on the structure of 4 as follows: 5 
(a) If 4 is an equation I = Y between two terms of sort s, then 4* is I -S r, 
(b) (~9” = TM*), (41 A &)* = (6) A U:), (41 v 42)* = (6) V <4:), 
and similarly for infinite conjunctions and disjunctions, 
(c) (kY.&* = K4XS.[DS(X) * $!J*]. 
Note that if 4 is a closed Z-formula then Z(4) coincides with 4*. 
The following theorem shows that for any class C of algebras the behavioural theory 
of C consists of all formulas 4 whose lifted version Y(4) belongs to the standard 
theory of Y(C). 
4 We assume the reader to be familiar with the usual notions of predicate symbols and their interpretations. 
5 Similar constructions, called relativizations, are used in [I 5,291. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let C be a signature and x be a C-behavioural equality. For any C- 
algebra A, class C of C-algebras, ASL-like structured specijication SP with signature 
C (cJ: Section 2), and C-formula I$, we have: 
(i) A f=- 4 if and only if 9(A) + Y(4). 
(ii) C t== 4 if and only if P’(C) k Z(4). 
(iii) SP +- $ if and only if T(Mod(SP)) + Y(4). 
We will see in the next section that when SP is a basic specification then 
Y(Mod(SP)) can be axiomatized with the help of an axiomatization of the behavioural 
equality. More generally, if SP is an ASL-like structured specification, we will see that 
T(Mod(SP)) can be expressed by a specification of the ASL-like language as soon as 
an axiomatization of the behavioural equality is provided (cf. Theorem 5.5). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 relies on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a C-algebra and 4 be a C-formula. For all valuations c( : X -+ 
Dom( =A ), the following conditions are equivalent: 
0) A,a I== 4 
(ii) y(A),a I= 4* 
(iii) y(A),a I= Y(4) 
Proof. Since A and Y(A) have the same carrier sets, a valuation from X to Dom(=:A) 
is a special case of a valuation from X to Y(A). Moreover, for any valuation CI : 
X + Dom(%:A ) and any variable y of sort s, we have T(A), 01 k D,(y). It is therefore 
trivial to see that (ii) ti (iii). We prove (i) @ (ii) by induction on the form of 4: 
Case I = r: Let c( : X -+ Dom(%A ) be an arbitrary valuation. A, c( k= 1 = r iff 
Z,(Z) =,4 Z,(r) iff Z,(Z) w:(A) Z+) (where s is the sort of 1 and r) iff Y(A), tl k I -S r 
iff T(A),& k (I = r)*. 
Case -4, 4 A *, . ..: For formulas of the form -4 and 4 A $ the result follows 
directly from the induction hypothesis. This is also true for infinite conjunctions and 
disjunctions. 
Case Vx:s.$x Let c( : X -+ Dom(=:A) be an arbitrary valuation. A, c( FE Vxs.4 iff, 
for all valuations /I : X + Dom(=A) with /I(y) = a(y) if y # x, A,/? bE $J iff (by 
induction hypothesis) for all valuations p : X 4 Dom( =A) with p(y) = a(y) if y # X, 
_Y(A),/I k q5* iff (justification given below) for all valuations y : X + Z(A) with 
y(y) = I if y # X, Z(A), y + D,(x) + 4* iff Y(A), tl + Kc:s.[D,(x) + $*I iff 
Z(A), CI k (VX:S.~)*. 
We still have to justify the central step. Hence we must prove that the two following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For all valuations /I : X -+ Dom(=:A) with b(y) = a(y) if y # x, Z(A),p + $* 
(b) For all valuations y : X + Y(A) with y(y) = cc(y) if y # X, T(A), y k 
Q(x) =+ 4* 
The direction (b) + (a) is obvious, since _!Z(A),p + D,(x). To prove the other 
direction, assume (a) holds and let y : X -+ Y(A) be an arbitrary valuation with 
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Y(Y) = 4~) if Y #x. 
Case y(x) E Dom(EA ): Then in (a) we can take B = y and we are done. 
Case y(x) $ Dom(=:A): Then Y(A),? k D,(x), hence Z(A), y b D,(X) + $*. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a C-algebra and 4 be a C-formula. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) For all valuations cx :X -+ Dom(%:A) : 2?(A), a b Z(4) 
(ii) For all valuations /? : X + Z(A) : 2(A), /I b Z(4) 
Proof. The direction (ii) + (i) is obvious. To prove (i) + (ii), assume (i) holds and 
let j3 : X + S?(A) be an arbitrary valuation. 
Case p(y) E Dom(zA) for all y E FreeVar(4): Then there exists a valuation a : 
X -+ Dom(%A ) with a(y) = p(y) for all y E FreeVar(4). By assumption Y(A), CI /= 
Z(4). But then we conclude that P’(A), /3 k T(4) since LX and /3 coincide on all free 
variables of 4, hence of Y(4). 
Case P(y) $ Dom(z.4) for some y E FreeVar(6): Then Y(A),B P lh\y:sEFreevar(6j 
OS(y) and therefore Z(A), B 1 Z(4) (by definition of T(4)). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let A be a C-algebra and 4 be a C-formula. A /=% 4 iff (by 
definition) for all valuations a : X 4 Dom(zA), A,a kz 4 iff (by Lemma 4.3) for all 
valuations CI : X + Dom(=A ), Z(A), c( + 9(+) iff (by Lemma 4.4) for all valuations 
/I : X -+ Z(A), _Y(A),fl b Z(4) iff (by definition) Y(A) + Y(4). Hence (i) is 
proved. (ii) and (iii) follow directly from (i). q 
Theorem 4.2 provides a means for reducing the set of behavioural theorems over 
an arbitrary class C of C-algebras to a set of standard theorems over a corresponding 
class P’(C) of Y(C)-algebras. However, the usefulness of this reduction still depends 
on the possibility to perform proofs of standard theorems over Y(C). Since Z(C) 
is constructed on top of C by introducing a denotation for the given behavioural 
equality, we claim that for proving standard theorems over 9(C) we need, on the one 
hand, a proof system for proving standard theorems over C (in the best case C is 
axiomatizable) and, on the other hand, we need an axiomatization of the behavioural 
equality which will be considered in the following sections. 
5. Axiomatization of the behavioural equality 
In the previous section we have shown how to replace the behavioural theory of 
some given class C of algebras by (a subset of) the standard theory of another related 
class of algebras. The next step is to provide a characterization of this class of algebras 
in terms of an axiomatization of the behavioural equality. 
Indeed, symmetrically to the semantic lifting induced by a C-behavioural equality, 
we can define the “axiomatic lifting” induced by a family of appropriate formulas. 
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any Cr-algebra, using Cl-formulas, where 
Definition 5.1 (Axiomatic lifting). Let Z=(S,F) and Zr be two signatures such that 
C c Cr, and let CT dAf 5?(C) u Cl. Let 4 = (&)SE~ be an S-sorted family of ar- 
bitrary Cr-formulas, and assume that each & has exactly two free variables, say x, 
and ys, both of sort s E S. Let AXL[4] be the CF-sentence defined by AXL[d] sf 
I& & ys: s. [A M x, wS ys] . Then for any Cl-algebra A, &Y[c$](A) denotes the 
unique 7 Cy-algebra such that: 
(i) ~~[41(A>lz, = A. 
(ii) ~~[4l(A> k mU41. 
.PZ_Y[CJ](A) is called the axiomatic lifting of A induced by the family 4. 
Note that when Cr = C and 4 is a family of C-formulas, then AXL[d] is itself a 
Z(C)-formula (since then CF = Y(C)). 
An axiomatization of a C-behavioural equality M will be a family of C-formulas 
such that the induced axiomatic lifting coincides with the semantic lifting associated 
to % defined in the previous section. 
Definition 5.2 (Axiomatization of the behavioural equality). Let C = (S, F) be a sig- 
nature. An axiomatization of a C-behavioural equality = is an S-sorted family Beh = 
(Beh,(x,, Y~)~ES of (possibly infinitary) C-formulas, where x, and y, are the only free 
variables (both of sort s) of Beh,(x,, ys), such that, for any C-algebra A, &_Y[Beh](A) = 
.9(A). Whenever such an axiomatization exists, we say that the behavioural equality 
z is axiomatizable. 
The following proposition provides simple criteria to check whether a family of 
formulas is indeed an axiomatization of a given behavioural equality. 
Proposition 5.3 (Criteria for infinitary axiomatizations). Let C = (SF) be a signa- 
ture and let Beh = (Beh,(x,, Y$))$~s be an S-sorted family of (possibly injinitary) C- 
formulas, where x, and ys are the only free variables (both of sort s) of Beh,(x$, ys). 
Beh is an axiomatization of a C-behavioural equality z if and only if; for any C- 
algebra A, any sort s in S and any valuation a : {x,, y,} + A, A,@ t= Beh,(x,, y,) if 
and only if a(xs) MA U( y,) 
Proof. Note that for any C-algebra A, the algebras A, 9(A) and &Y[Beh](A) have 
the same carrier sets. Moreover, &%[Beh](A) = Y(A) iff for all sorts s E S, WY(~) 
6 The motivations for using a larger signature El will become clear in the next section when we consider 
axiomatizations with hidden parts. 
’ Since the sentence AXL[d] defines unambiguously the interpretation of the predicate symbol w.~, for each 
S E s. 
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and _fWW(4 coincide. But we have, for any sort s E S and any valuation CI : 
{x,, ys} ---f A (hence for any two values a, b E A,): 
_ A, CI k Beh,(x,, ys) iff (since A and &Z[Beh](A) have the same carrier sets and since 
Beh,(x,, y,) is a Z-formula) &Z[Beh](A), CI + Beh,(xs, y,) iff (by Definition 5.1) 
a(xs) NS =Q’lBehl(A) a(ys) on the one hand, and 
- cr(xs) M~ cc(y$) iff (by Definition 4.1) a(~$) NT(~) a(ys) on the other. 
This is enough to obtain the desired result. 0 
Example 5.4. Using the above criteria, it is straightforward to find infinitary axioma- 
tizations of observational equalities: 
1. The total observational equality %obs,J induced by a set Obs of observable sorts 
(cf. Section 3.2) is axiomatized by the following infinitary formulas: 
Beh,(x,, y,) kf A War(C). C[x,] = C[y,]. 
CEW;bS(s) 
Note that if s is an observable sort then Beh,(x,,y,) is equivalent to x, = y,, since 
then the trivial context z, belongs to %?Tb”(s). 
2. The partial observational equality =obs,in induced by a set Obs of observable sorts 
and a set In of input sorts (cf. Section 3.2) is axiomatized by the following infinitary 
formulas: 
Beh,(x,, ys) d&f Def,(x,) A Def,(y,) A A War(C). DEF(Var(C)) 
CEV;bS(s) 
* cbsl = C[Ysl, 
where Def,(x,) is an abbreviation for VtErZcX,,), 3Var(t).x, = t and DEF(Var(C)) 
stands for A,, EVarcCj Def,) (us’ ) . 
Note that ii s is an input sort, then Beh,(x,, ys) is equivalent to: 
A War(C). DEF(Var(C)) + C[x,] = C[y,]. 
CEV;bS(s) 
Ifs is an observable sort then Beh,(x,,y,) is equivalent to: 
Def&,) A Def,h) A xs = Y,. 
Moreover, Beh,(x,,x,) is always equivalent to Def,(x,). 
Theorem 5.5. Let C be a signature and Beh be an axiomatization of a C-behavioural 
equality =, and let AXL[Beh] be the corresponding .2’(C)-sentence (cf Definition 5.1). 
For any Z-algebra A, class C of C-algebras, ASL-like structured spec@ation SP with 
signature C, and C-formula 4, we have: 
(i) A kM q5 if and only if &_Y[Beh](A) k Y(4). 
(ii) Ck, 4 ifand onZy if(C+ (Z(C),AXL[Beh])) k Y(d). 
(iii) SP kZ 4 if and only if (SP + (Y(C),AXL[Beh])) k Z(4). 
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Proof. (i) follows directly from Theorem 4.2 and Definition 5.2; (ii) follows from 
(i) and the fact that .9(C) = {&Y[Beh](A) 1 A E C} = C+ (_Y(C),AXL[Beh]) 
(cf. Section 2), (iii) is a special case of (ii). 0 
Theorem 5.5 allows us to characterize behavioural theories in terms of standard 
theories using an axiomatization Beh of the given behavioural equality. However, in 
general these axiomatizations are infinitary ones. To perform proofs is therefore still 
difficult. One possibility is to replace these infinitary sentences by infinitary proof rules 
(such as context induction in the particular case of the total observational equality) 
and to show that the resulting proof system is sound and complete (cf. e.g. [14]). 
Another possibility, studied in the following sections, is to find special (but gen- 
eral enough) cases where the infinitary axiomatization can be replaced by a finitary 
one. 
6. Finitary axiomatization of the hehavioural equality 
In practice it is in general simple to find an infinitary axiomatization of a behavioural 
equality (indeed in the observational framework this axiomatization is directly deduced 
from the definition of the observational equality, cf. Example 5.4). Unfortunately, for 
arbitrary behavioural equalities it is usually difficult to find a finitary axiomatization 
Beh which is valid for any algebra A (i.e. such that, for any algebra A, _&Y[Beh](A) = 
S?(A)). But since we are always interested in the behavioural theory of some given 
class C of algebras we do not really need a finitary axiomatization of the behavioural 
equality for any arbitrary algebra but rather just for the algebras in the class C we are 
interested in. 
In the most simple cases, it turns out that, provided the class C we are interested in 
satisfies some simple property expressed by a finitary sentence, we can find a finitary 
axiomatization of the behavioural equality for the algebras belonging to C (cf. Sec- 
tion 7, Corollary 7.6). In general, however, it may be necessary to introduce additional 
hidden sorts and function symbols that will prove useful in getting rid of the infinitary 
axiomatization. This idea leads to the notion of finitary axiomatization with hidden part 
as formalized below. 
Definition 6.1 (Finitary axiomatization with hidden part). Let C be a signature, M be 
a C-behavioural equality and C be a class of C-algebras. 
(a) Let HID be a specification with jinitary axioms plus reachability constraints 
of the form (CH,.%H,~XH), with Z C C H, which defines hidden sorts (possibly con- 
strained) and hidden function symbols. 
(b) Let HBeh = (HBeh,(x,, ys))sE~ be an S-sorted family of jnitary CH-formulas, 
where x, and y, are the only free variables (both of sort s) of HBeh,(x,, y,). 
(HID,HBeh) is called a finitary axiomatization with hidden part of the behavioural 
equality = with respect to the class C of Z-algebras, if the following two conditions 
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are satisfied: 
(i) HID is a conservative xtension of C, i.e. all C-algebras A E C can be extended 
to (at least) an algebra AH E Mod(HID), with A& = A (hence (C+ HID)/r = c). 
(ii) For any CH-algebra AH E (C + HID), (&Z[HBeh](AH)) 12~~) = .Y(AH Iz), 
where &_!Z[HBeh](AH) denotes the axiomatic lifting of AH induced by HBeh (cf. Def- 
inition 5.1). 
HID is called the hidden part of the finitary axiomatization. 
Some comments may help to provide a better understanding of the definition above: 
1. The main goal is to replace the family Beh of infinitary formulas by a family 
HBeh of finitary formulas. Then obviously the induced sentence AXL[HBeh] (cf. Def- 
inition 5.1) will be a finitary sentence as well (since we assume that S is finite). 
2. It is a standard idea to use auxiliary hidden sorts and unction symbols to replace 
formulas expressed in some logic by “equivalent” formulas expressed in a less powerful 
one (cf. e.g. [27]). It is therefore natural to introduce the hidden part HID in our 
axiomatization. 
3. The finitary axiomatization is “adequate” for the class C if HID is a conservative 
extension of C (cf. condition (i)) and if, moreover, for all algebras in C extended 
accordingly to HID, the axiomatic lifting induced by the finitary axiomatization HBeh 
“coincides” with the semantic lifting associated to the behavioural equality (cf. condi- 
tion (ii)). 
4. In the most simple cases no hidden part is necessary, i.e. we can choose HID equal 
to (Z, 0,0}. Then (C+ HID) = C and HBeh is simply a family of finitary X-formulas. 
Then condition (i) is trivially satisfied and ((Z, 0,0), HBeh) is a finitary axiomatization 
of the given behavioural equality with respect o a class C of C-algebras if and only 
if, for any C-algebra A E C, &Y[HBeh](A) = Y(A). 
Remark 6.2. Let Z = ($8’) be a signature and let (HID,HBeh) be a finitary axiom- 
atization with hidden part of a ~-behaviouml equality M with respect o a class C of 
Z-algebras. Let A E C be a C-algebra. Then, according to the condition (i), there exists 
at least one CH-algebra AH E (C+ HID) such that AH]z. = A (in particular, for any sort 
s E S, AH,~ = A,). Then the condition (ii) implies that &‘Z[I-IBeh](AH)]~~c) = Y(A). 
Hence {Z(A)} = ({A}+HID+(~~,~L[HBeh]})l ytzj. Using a similar reasoning as 
in the proof of Proposition 5.3, we conclude that, for any sort s f S and any valuation 
a : (x8, ys} -+ AH, AH, a + HBeh&, y,) if and only if a(x8) ‘;;4 cr(ys). 
It is obvious that the results obtained in the previous section (cf. Theorem 5.5) carry 
over to finitary axiomatizations with hidden part: 
Theorem 6.3. Let C be a signature and (HID,~eh) be a unitary uxio~a~izat~on 
with hidden part of a C-behavioural equality z with respect to a class C of Z- 
algebras. Let CH be the signature of HID and let AXL[HBeh] be the corresponding 
C$-sentence (cJ: Definition 5.1). 
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(i) Cl= 4 ifand onZy if(C+HID+ (C$,AXL[HBeh])) + Z(4). 
(ii) In particular, if C is the model class of some ASL-like structured specification 
SP, we have: 
SP +=x 4 if and on/y if (SP + HID + (Zg, AXL[HBeh])) k Y(4). 
It is important to note that, if SP is a smooth specijcation, then the spec$cation 
SP + HID + (C,“, AXL[HBeh]) 1s smooth as well (cf Section 2). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.5, using the fact that, for any C-algebra 
A E C, {Z(A)} = ({A} + HID + (Cz, AXL[HBeh]))I~~~) (cf. Remark 6.2), hence 
Z(C) = (C+ HID + (C$,AXL[HBeh]))IsP(z). 0 
Remark 6.4. If the hidden part is empty, i.e. HID = (C,0,0), and if C is the model 
class of some ASL-like structured specification SP, we have: 
SP +- 4 if and only if(SP + (Y(C),AXL[HBeh])) k Y(4). 
As shown by the above theorem, once a finitary axiomatization (with hidden part) 
of the behavioural equality is provided, we can use “standard” proof techniques to 
prove the behavioural validity of some formula with respect to a given smooth spec- 
ification. The aim of the next section is to explain how one can find adequate fini- 
tary axiomatizations with hidden part in the particular case of observational 
equalities. 
7. Axiomatization of the observational equality 
We will now focus on observational equalities, and throughout this section we assume 
given a signature C = (S,F), a set Obs & S of observable sorts and a set In & S of 
input sorts (and we assume that C is sensible w.r.t. In). XI, is the S-sorted family of 
variables defined by (XI,), = 0 ifs $Y! In and (XI,), =X, ifs E In (where X = (Xs)sE~ 
is the generally assumed family of countably infinite sets of variables of sort s). The 
problem to be solved is to find a finitary axiomatization of the observational equality 
=obs,In (w.r.t. a given class C of C-algebras). Remember that for any C-algebra A, the 
definition domain DOm(Zobs,In,A) of =obs,In,A is equal to A[.&], the smallest subalgebra 
of A generated by C and XI,. 
Let us consider again the infinitary axiomatization of =obs,I,, given in Example 5.4: 
Beh&, ys) def Def&) A Def&) 
A A VVar(C). DEF(Var(C)) + C[x,] = C[y,], 
CE%Yp(s) 
where Def,(x,) is an abbreviation for Vt,-rZ(x,,j, 3Var(t).x, = t, and DEF(Var(C)) 
stands for A,, EVar(Cj Def,f(u,l) . 
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It is clear that we have two distinct reasons for obtaining infinitary formulas: on 
the one hand, we must consider an infinite set of observable contexts %?2”” which 
represents the infinitely many experiments with observable results, and this leads to the 
infinitary conjunction &_QZhS(s) . ’ . ; on the other hand, we must only consider values 
that are denotable by a term t E T$&), and this leads to the infinitary disjunctions 
v fE r&G, )J . . . A natural idea to get rid of the first cause of infinitary axiomatization 
is to check whether, under some conditions, it would be enough to consider some 
adequate finite set of observable contexts instead of the infinite set of all observable 
contexts. Indeed, if successful, this idea would be enough to solve our problem in the 
special case of the total observational equality. 
In general, however, it is clear that this idea will not be powerful enough. First, if 
we consider a partial observational equality, we must still face the infinitary Def,(.) 
parts. Moreover, it is not always possible to consider only a Jinite subset of observable 
contexts. In these cases we must find an appropriate hidden part to obtain a finitary 
axiomatization of the observational equality =obs,in. 
7.1. Using a smaller set of observable contexts 
Before we consider more concretely how to construct a hidden part in order to obtain 
a finitary axiomatization of the given observational equality, we will first provide a 
general characterization of finitary axiomatizations of the observational equality. This 
characterization will specify that under some conditions it is enough to axiomatize, 
instead of the given observational equality, a contextual equality (cf. Definition 3.6) 
with respect to some (smaller) subset V of the set %?!bs of all observable contexts. 
First let us point out that all definitions and results of Sections 4-6 can be general- 
ized in a straightforward way to contextual equalities. * This is in particular the case 
for Definition 5.2 and Example 5.4. Hence, the partial contextual equality %:‘8,in in- 
duced by an arbitrary set V of Z-contexts and by a set In of input sorts is axiomatized 
by the S-sorted family of formulas Beh’ = (Behy&,, Y$))~~.s, with: 
Behy(x,, vs) dsf Def,(x,) A Def,(y,) 
A cE/&VVar(C). DWVar(C)) * CM = CM, 
where Def,(x,) and DEF(Var(C)) are the same abbreviations as above. 
In a first step we will study some sufficient conditions under which the contextual 
equality induced by a set %? of C-contexts and a set In of input sorts coincides with 
the observational equality =obs,In. 
Lemma 7.1. Let A be a C-algebra and =:A be an arbitrary partial congruence on A. 
If Dom(x=,) = Dom(=obs,rn,A)(= -WI,I) and if %:A “coincides” with the set-theoretic 
* Indeed, the only result for which we must assume that the behavioural equality considered is a family of 
partial congruence relations, and not only a family of arbitrary partial equivalence relations, is Theorem 3.4. 
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equality on Dom(=:A), for all observable sorts s (i.e. if for all a, b E Dom(=A ),, with 
s E Obs, we have a %A b if and only if a = b) then %:A C %ObSJn.A. 
Proof. Let a, b be two elements of A,, for some sort s E S, and assume that a %:A b. 
Then both a and b belong to A[&,]. Since %:A is a partial congruence (hence is 
compatible with the signature C), we have, for any observable context C E %?~b”(s) 
and for any Valuation c! : x + A[Xt,], Z,<,(C) %A Z,,(C), where C&IQ, : x U {zs} + 
A[XI,] are the unique extensions of CI defined by a,(~~) = a and mb(z,) = b, where z, 
is the context variable of C. Since C is an observable context, both Za,(C) and Z,,(C) 
belong to A[X&, for some observable sort s’. Then, by assumption, la,(C) %A Z&C) 
implies Z&,(C) = la,(C), hence we have a =&[“,A b. Therefore %A c Mobs,t,,A. 0 
Remark 7.2. Indeed it is easy to prove that the set of all partial congruences on A 
which have A[&,] as definition domain and which “coincide” with the set-theoretic 
equality for each observable sort is a complete lattice, the smallest element of which 
is the restriction of the set-theoretic equality to A[&,], the greatest element being the 
observational equality %obs,t,,A. 
Lemma 7.3. Let %? C %7ibs be an arbitrary subset of observable C-contexts such that, 
for any observable sort s E Obs, z, E 9? and let A be a C-algebra. Then %y,ln,A = 
=Obs,In,A if and only if +&,A is a partial C-congruence. 
Proof. First note that, according to Definition 3.6, Dom(=:y,l,,A) = A[&,] = 
Dom(Eobs,tn,A). Assume that =v,I~,A is a partial C-congruence. Since %? C %gbs, obvi- 
ously we have =obs,In,A 2 =V,In,A. To prove that =y,tn,A & =obs,,n,Ar by Lemma 7.1, 
it is enough to prove that =q,rn,A “coincides” with the set-theoretic equality on A[&], 
for each observable sort s. But this holds since %? contains by assumption all the 
“trivial” contexts z, when s is an observable sort. The converse direction is trivial. q 
Using the last lemma we can infer necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
the family of formulas Beh’ is “equivalent” to the axiomatization of the observational 
equality =Obs, h . 
Proposition 7.4 (Criteria for using a smaller set of contexts). Let @ 5 gFbs be an ar- 
bitrary subset of observable C-contexts such that, for any observable sort s E Obs, 
z, E %. Let Beh and Beh’ be the respective axiomatizations of Mobs&, and M~,I”. 
For any Zn-algebra An, with Z & C n, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) &_Y[Beh’](AH) = &Y[Beh](AH) 
(ii) &Y[Beh’](AH) b CONG,” 
where CONG,” is the finitary Y(C)-sentence defined by: 
CONG,” kf A CONGf”, 
fQ 
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where for each function symbol f E F of arity s1 . . .s, + s, the sentence CONGf” is 
dejned by: 
CONGf” d&f VX~, y,:q ,..., x,, y,:s,. 
[(~$p‘Yi) *f(x1,..., x~)-Sf(YI ,..., I.+ 
Proof. +: Is obvious since Beh is the axiomatization of the partial Z-congruence 
%obs,Jn, hence &‘_Y[Beh](AH) k CONG," . 
e: Assume that &_Y[Beh’](&) + CONGF . Then, since Beh’ is an axioma- 
tization of the contextual equality =%,I~, we know that zq, in,+lz is a partial C- 
congruence, and using Lemma 7.3 we conclude that Q, in, AHIZ = Mobs, in, ,+, I=. Hence 
&_Y[Beh’](&) = &!S?[Beh](A&) , and therefore &Y’[Beh’](&) = &_Y[Beh](&). 
0 
Remark 7.5. Let us stress that in the following cases some important simplifications 
apply to the general CONGF formula given in Proposition 7.4: 
1. If % is generated by a subsignature of Z, i.e. if %Z = %?g? for some subsignature 
C’ of C, with E’ = (S, F’), then we know that Beh’ is the axiomatization of a partial 
C’-congruence, and we can therefore omit in the conjunction all CONGf”, for f E F’. 
2. If all observable sorts are input sorts (i.e. Obs C In), and in particular if we 
consider a total observational equality (since then Obs & In = S), we know that M~,I,, 
coincides with the set-theoretic equality on the carrier sets of all observable sorts (since 
%? contains the “trivial” contexts z, when s is an observable sort). Hence in such cases 
wS is interpreted by the set-theoretic equality for all observable sorts s. We can then 
apply the following simplifications: 
(a) If a function symbol f has only observable sorts as arguments, then one can 
omit CONGf” in the conjunction. 
(b) In the premisses, one can omit xi -S, yi for all observable sorts si, and then 
replace in the conclusion yi by xi. 
(c) In the conclusion, one can replace wS by = if s is an observable sort. 
From Proposition 7.4 we can immediately deduce the following corollary which 
shows that any finite set % c %‘Fbs of observable C-contexts (which contains, for any 
observable sort s E Obs, the trivial context zS) induces a finitary axiomatization of the 
total observational equality %obs,s w.r.t. any class c for which the contextual equality 
=y,s is a C-congruence. 
Corollary 7.6. Let C be a class of C-algebras and let 5% c %Fbs be a finite set of 
observable C-contexts uch that, for any observable sort s E Obs, z, E 59. Let TBeh 
be the S-sorted family of jinitary C-formulas dejined by: 
TBeh,(x,, yS) ‘kf A VVar(C) . C[x,] = C[y,] 
CEW(S) 
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TBeh is a unitary axiomatizat~on (with an empty hidden part) of the total obser- 
vational equality =:Obs,s with respect to the class C of E-algebras if and only if 
(C+ {~(~),~L[TBeh])) + CONG;. 
Proof. The family TBeh is obviously a finitary axiomatization of the total contextual 
equality =:oJ. Moreover, {&_.Y[TBeh](A) /A E c) = C-k (8(C),AXL[TBeh]). TBeh 
is a finitary axiomatization of the total observational equality =obS,S with respect to 
the class C of E-algebras if and only if, for any algebra A E C, &Y’[TBeh](A) = 
Z(A) = ~~[~eh](~), where Beh is the infinitary axiomatization of “o&r. Hence the 
corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.4. 0 
The above corollary sofves our problem in the simplest cases, i.e. when we consider 
a total observational equality and when, moreover, we can find a finite subset V of 
observable C-contexts uch that (C+ (S+‘(C), ~L[~eh]}) i=: CONG,” : in this case we 
can immediately apply Theorem 6.3, with an empty hidden part and with AXL[TBeh]. 
More generally, from Proposition 7.4 we can infer the following characterization 
of finitary axiomatizations of the obse~ational equality tio&,,r,,. In~itively this char- 
acterization says that for axiomatizing the observational equality %&In, it is enough 
to axiomatize some contextual equality M~J~, provided that =~‘,I~,,+ is a partial C- 
congruence for all algebras A in the class C of interest. 
Theorem 7.7 (Characte~zation f finitary ~iomatizations of %o&Jn). Let C be a 
class of C-algebras, and let (HID,HBeh) be as in ~e~~~tion 6.1. (HID~HHeh) is a 
Jinitary axiomatizatio~ with hidden part of the observational equality WC&In with re- 
spect to the class C of C-algebras if and on@ if the foIlowing conditions are satisjed: 
(i) (C+ HID)(z = C. 
(ii) For any CH-algebra AH E (C+ HID), .d_Y[HBeh](&) /= GONG,“, 
i e. (C + HID + (Zg, ~L[HBeh]} ) + CONG,” . 
(iii) There exists a (possibly injinite) set WC %?Fbs of observable C-contexts which 
contains, for any observable sort s E Obs, the trivial context z,, and such that, for 
any ZH-algebra AH E (C+ HID), &‘_Y.??[HBeh](&) = &9[Beh’](&), where Beh’ is 
the axiomatization of the contextual equality ~w.1~. 
Proof. Obviously, it is enough to show that the condition (ii) of Definition 6.1 is 
equivalent to the conditions (ii) and (iii) above. Let Beh be the infinite axiomatization 
of the observational equality %o&J,, and let AH E (C+ HID). 
+: Assume that &!.ZY[HBeh](AH) ]6p(r) = Z(& 1~). But then &‘S?[HBeh](&) = 
&_Y[Beh](AH). Hence the condition (ii} is obviously satisfied. On the other hand, the 
condition (iii) is trivially satisfied as well by choosing V = %?Fbs. 
-E Assume that the conditions (ii) and (iii) hold. Then &‘S![HBeh](AH) + GONG; 
and ~~[HBeh](~~) = &‘Z[Beh’](&), for some %~ciXpb” with z, E ‘B for all s E 
Obs. Hence &“[Beh”](&) /= CONG; and therefore, by Proposition 7.4, 
&‘JZ[Beh’](AH) = &‘_Y[Beh](&). Thus &Y[HBeh](&) = &Y[Beh](&), and 
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therefore &_Y[HBeh](&)I~(z) = &Z’[Beh](&) 12(r) = &_!?[Beh](AH 1~) = d;p(& IX), 
i.e. the condition (ii) of Definition 6.1 holds. 0 
Hence, unless we can apply Corollary 7.6, we still have to find an adequate hidden 
part to obtain a suitable finitary axiomatization of the observational equality Mobs&,. 
However, Theorem 7.7 suggests that our task may be simplified by considering some 
appropriate subset V of observable contexts. 
7.2. Hidden part for the observational equality 
The aim of this subsection is to explain how to find a finitary axiomatization with 
hidden part (HID,HBeh) of the partial observational equality %obs,Jn w.r.t. some class 
C of C-algebras. In a first step we must get rid of the infinitary Def,(.) parts. For this 
we suggest to use auxiliary hidden predicate symbols DH,~ axiomatized in such a way 
that D&x,) holds if and only if Def,(x,) holds. In a second step we must get rid of 
the infinitary conjunctions over observable contexts. The previous subsection suggests 
to replace the set of all observable contexts by some smaller subset Q?. However, if we 
cannot find a convenient finite subset %‘?, then we still have infinitary conjunctions over 
the contexts of %?. In that case we suggest to use auxiliary hidden function symbols 
that will intuitively provide the same observations as V does, and to use a finite set 
WH of observable contexts built with the help of these hidden function symbols. 
Let us first explain how a family of finitary formulas is induced by the predicate 
symbols D,, and by the choice of a finite set of contexts %‘H. 
Definition 7.8. Let CH be a signature such that CC C,, and such that for each sort 
s E S, there exists a unary predicate symbol D H,$ of domain s in .Z,. Let 59~ be an 
arbitrary finite set of CH-contexts (with variables in X,, where X, = (XH,~)~~S” is the 
generally assumed family of countably infinite sets of variables of sort s E SH). The 
S-sorted family of finitary ZH-formulas induced by the predicate symbols DH,~ and the 
contexts %?H, denoted by HBeh[DH,%?H], is defined by: 
I-IBeh[DH, qH],(&, J%) d”f DH,&) A DH,&‘s) 
A A ‘v’var(CH). DEFH(Var(CH)) 
CHEW/f(S) 
=+ cH[x,l = CHbsl, 
where DEFH(Var(CH >) stands for A,, EVarcCHj,srES DH,~~(w). 
Remark 7.9. Note that HBeh[DH,%‘H] is not necessarily the axiomatization of some 
contextual equality. 
Theorem 7.7 provides an abstract characterization of finitary axiomatizations of the 
observational equality %obs,Jn, which is valid for any couple (HID,HBeh). However, if 
we know that we are going to use the family HBeh[DH,%H] induced by the predicate 
symbols DH,~ and by a finite set of contexts %?H, we can derive more precise conditions. 
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The idea is to find criteria for HBeh[DH,%?H] to be indeed the axiomatization of some 
contextual equality (cf. Proposition 7.10). Then one can use these criteria to check the 
condition (iii) of Theorem 7.7. 
Proposition 7.10 (Criteria for the hidden part). Let +Z be an arbitrary set of 
C-contexts and let BehW be the axiomatization of the contextual equality =%,I~. Let 
Cn be a signature such that C C_ Zn, and such that for each sort s E S, there exists 
a unary predicate symbol DH,~ of domain s in En. Let %?n be an arbitrary jinite set 
of Zn-contexts (with variables in Xn). Let HBeh[DH,VH] be the S-sorted family of 
jinitary Cn-formulas induced by the predicate symbols Dn,$ and by the contexts %?n. 
For any En-algebra An, &_Y?[HBeh[DH,gH]](AH) = dZ[BehW](AH) if the fol- 
lowing three conditions are satisfied 
(i) For each sort s E S and any value a E (AH)~, @nyJa) if and only tf there 
exists a term t E Tz(&,) and a valuation u : XI, + An such that la(t) = a. 
(ii) For each sort s E S, for each Cn-context Cn E G?“(s), for each valuation 
u : X, + An such that D$‘~,(Lx(v,~)) f or all s’ ES and all us’ l Var(c~), there exists 
a C-context C E U(s) and a valuation j3 : X + An with D$,(fl(v,,)) for all s’ E S 
and all us’ E Var(C), such that, for any value a E (AH)~ with D$(a), Ipa = 
Ia,( where IaU and Ia, are the unique extensions of ID and I, respectively dejined 
by Ipa = a and Ia, = a. 
(iii) For each sort s E S, for each C-context C E V(s), for each valuation u : 
X --+ An such that D$~,(u(v,~)) f or all s’ E S and all us’ E Var(C), there exists 
a En-context Cn E Wn(s) and a valuation B : & --+ An with D$,(lj(v,r)) for 
all s’ E S and all v,t E Var(CH), such that, for any value a E (A”)$ with D$Ja), 
IpU(Cn) = &.(C), where I~J and I,, are the unique extensions of I, and I, respectively 
defined by IbO(zs) = a and IaO(z,) = a. 
Proof. Let An be an arbitrary CH-algebra. From (i) we can conclude that for any sort 
s E S and any valuation u : {xs} -+ An, A n,u k D&x,) if and only if An,u /= 
Def,(x,). Using this fact together with the conditions (ii) and (iii) we can infer that, for 
any sort s E S and any valuation u : {x,, ys} -+ An, An, u k HBeh[DH, %‘~]~(x,, ys) if 
and only if An, u + Beh$(x,, ys). Hence &‘p[HBeh[DH, Wn]](An) = &‘_Y[Beh’](AH). 
The combination of Theorem 7.7 and Proposition 7.10 leads to the following criteria 
for finite axiomatizations of the observational equality MO&in. 
Theorem 7.11 (Criteria for finitary axiomatizations of =obs,in). Let C be a class of 
Z-algebras. Let HID be a speci$cation with Jinitary axioms plus reachability con- 
straints of the form (Cn,&?n,&xn), with CC C n, such that for each sort s E S, there 
exists a unary predicate symbol D n,s of domain s in Cn. Let %n be an arbitrary finite 
set of Cn-contexts (with variables in Xn). Let HBeh[DH,gH] be the S-sorted family 
of jinitary En-formulas induced by the predicate symbols DH,~ and the contexts %?n. 
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(HID,HB~~[&,%‘H]) is a jinitary axiomatization with hidden part of the obser- 
vational equality “O&In with respect to the class C of ~-algebras if the follo~~~ng 
conditions are satis~e~ 
(i) (C+ H1D)l.r = C. 
(ii) (C+ HID + (Z$,AXL[HBeh[Dn,%?n]])) + CONG,“. 
(iii) There exists a (possibly injinite) set 9 C %!bs of observable C-contexts which 
contaks, for any observabie sort s E Obs, the trivial context z, and such that any .XH- 
algebra AH E (C+HID) satis~es the three conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of proposition 
7.10 (w.r.t. W). 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 7.7 and Proposition 7.10. 0 
Theorem 7.11 provides the key for cons~cting a finitary axiomatization of the obser- 
vational equality %obs,in with respect o a given class C of C-algebras. Indeed the con- 
ditions (i), (ii) and (iii) can be considered as proof obligations. Condition (i) requires 
that all algebras in C can be extended to a model of the specification HID, i.e. HID 
does not introduce any ‘“cont%sion” on the algebras of C. Condition (ii) requires that 
the relation axiomatized by the formulas ~eh[~~,~~] is a C-congruence and condi- 
tion (iii) provides a criterion for this relation to coincide with the contextual equality 
induced by some set V of C-contexts and by the input sorts In. In practice, to apply 
Theorem 7.11, we will proceed as follows (cf. the method described in Section 8). 
First we select some set %? of observable contexts (guidelines for this selection are 
provided in Section 8.1). Then it is important o distin~ish the following cases: 
1. If we consider the total obse~ational equality (i.e. In = S), and if the selected 
set V of observable contexts is finite, then we can directly apply Corollary 7.6: there 
is no need for an hidden part to obtain a finitary axiomatization of %obs,S, provided 
the congruence property is satisfied by the algebras in the class C we are interested 
in. An example of such a situation is given in Section 8.2. 
2. If we consider the total obse~ational equality but the selected set %? of contexts 
is infinite, then we must introduce an hidden part and use auxiliary function symbols 
that will intuitively provide the same observations as W does. However, since we are 
in the total case, condition (iii) of Theorem 7.11 reduces to conditions (ii) and (iii) of 
Proposition 7.10. These conditions look rather technical, however in concrete examples 
it turns out that both conditions can be checked quite easily because one has only to 
relate contexts of %?H to contexts of W and vice versa (cf. e.g. Section 8.3). 
3. If we consider a partial observational equality and if the selected set ‘% of observ- 
able contexts is finite, then we must introduce a hidden part with the DH,$ predicates, 
but condition (iii) of Theorem 7.11 reduces to condition (i) of Proposition 7.10. An 
example of such a case is given in Section 8.4. 
4. In the most general case (partial observational equality and infinite set % of 
observable contexts), no simplification applies and one has to introduce an adequate 
hidden part and to check in particular all three conditions of Proposition 7.10. 
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7.3. A general finitary axiomatization of the observational equality 
In this subsection we will show that, for any partial observational equality =obs,[” 
and any class C of C-algebras, it is always possible to construct a finitary axiom- 
atization with hidden part of =obs,J,, w.r.t. C. The idea is to encode the observable 
Z-contexts and the C-terms with input variables in the hidden part, and to specify 
the application of contexts and the interpretation of terms by corresponding hidden 
function symbols. However, it should be clear that (at least) the encoding of the 
contexts is so complex that this result is of purely theoretical interest. In particu- 
lar the encoding of the contexts uses reachability constraints, and it is unfortunately 
clear that structural induction w.r.t. these reachability constraints will have the same 
complexity as context induction. In practice it is both more efficient and simpler 
to define an ad hoc hidden part and to discharge the proof obligations provided by 
Theorem 7.11. 
Definition 7.12 (Encoding of dejnition domains and contexts). Let C = (S,F) be a 
signature, Obs C S be a set of observable sorts and In C S be a set of input sorts such 
that C is sensible w.r.t. In. The specification HID[C, Obs,In] = (CH,~H, J$XH), with 
CH = (SH,FH), is defined by: 
(i) Let Ar[Z] kf { s’ ---f s 1 s,s’ E S and there exists (at least) a C-context of sort s 
with context variable of sort s’}. 
(ii) &!?H is equal to 8 plus: 
(a) for each sort s E S \ In, a new sort T[s] , 
(b) for each s’ --+ s E Ar[C], a new sort Ct[s’ -+ s]. 
(iii) FH is equal to F plus: 
Function symbols for the encoding of dejinition domains: 
(a) for each function symbol f E F of arity s1 . . . s, -+ s, with s $ In, a new 
function symbol T[f] of arity its1 . . . ins, + T[s], with &~i = si if si E In 
and [is, = T[si] otherwise, 
(b) for each sort s E S \ In, a new function symbol Z[s] of arity T[s] --+ s, 
(c) for each sort s E S, a new unary predicate symbol DH,~ of domain s, 
Function symbols for the encoding of C-contexts: 
(d) for each sort s E S, a new constant Ct[z,] of sort Ct[s + s], 
(e) for each non-constant function symbol f E F of arity si . . . s,, -+ s, for each 
i E {l,..., n} and for each sort s’ E S such that s’ -+ Si E Ar[C], a new 
function symbol Ct[f, i, s’] of arity 
(‘IS, . . Ct[s’ + si]. . ins, + Ct[s’ + s], with [jsj = Sj if sj E In and 
[jsj = T[sj] otherwise, 
(f) for each s’ + s E Ar[C], a new function symbol apply,!,, of arity 
Ct[s’ + s] s’ -+ s . 
(iv) &!)H = (Sg,Fg) is defined by: 
(a) & $f SH \ s . 
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(b) Fye kf (T[f] 1 f E F} u {Ct[z,] 1 s E S) u 
{Ct[f,i,s’] /f E F of arity si . ..s. +s, n > 0, l<i<n, 
S’-+Si EAr[C]}. 
(v) &XH is the union of: 
Axioms for the encoding of dejnition domains: 
(a) for each sort s E S \ In and for each IT[f], the (implicitly universally 
quantized) equation Z[~](~[~](~~, . . . ,xn)) = f(Spl,. . . , &xn), with sixi = 
.~i if si E In and [ixi = r[si](ni) otherwise, 
(b) for each sort s E S \ In, the sentence 
V& 1s. &J(G) @ 3ys:Ol - ml(Ys) = x3, 
(c) for each sort s E In, the sentence VxS :s. D&xS), 
Axioms for the encoding of E-contexts: 
(d) for each sort s E S, the sentence Vx, :s. apply~~~(Ct[z~],~~) = x, , 
(e) for each s’ --+ s f Ar[Z] and for each Ct[f, i, s’] the (implicitly universally 
quantified) equation: 
apply,,,,(Ct[f, i,s’](xi,. . . , Ci,. . . ,xn),Q) 
= f(%mt.. . , 4vbsj-+s, (ci,~f 1,. . . , L-G ), 
where [jXj =I Xj if sj E In and CjXj = I[sj](Xj) otherwise. 
Proposition 7.13. Let HID[C,Obs, In] be as in Definition 7.12. Let %?n be the set 
of Cn-contexts de$ned by Q?H dAf {apply,,,,(ctx,z,~) / s’ + s E Ar[E] such that 
s E Obs, s’ E S, ctx is an arbitrary but fixed variable of sort Ct[s’ -+ s] and z,? is 
the context variable of sort s’> . Let HBeh[DH, %?H] be the S-sorted family of jkitary 
Cn-formulas induced by the predicate symbols DH,~ and the contexts %‘u. 
Then (HID[C, Obs, In], HBeh[DH, %‘H]) is a Jinitary axiomatization of the observa- 
tional equality ‘“ObS,In with respect o any class C of X-algebras. 
We must show that the three conditions of Theorem 7.11 are satisfied. It is easy 
to show that any Z-algebra A can be extended to a model of HID[C,Obs,In] by a 
straightforward construction, i.e. condition (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) is trivially 
satisfied if we show that condition (iii) holds with respect to the set %gb!“” of all 
observable C-contexts. To prove this, we must check that the con~tions (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of Proposition 7.10 are satisfied w.r.t. the set of all observable C-contexts %‘gbs 
and for any ZH-algebra AH E Mod(HID[C,Obs,In]). Let An E Mod(HID[C,Obs,In]). 
Proof of Proposition 7.10 (i): W.1.o.g. let s E S\In. We have the following Iemmas: 
Lemma 7.14. FOP all values T[a] E (AH),,, there exists a term t f T,&X~~), and a 
valuation c( : XI, -+ An such that I[slAH(T[a]) = la(t). 
(Proof by induction on the constructors of the sort IT[s].) 
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Lemma 7.15. For any term t E Tz(XI,)~ and any valuation c1 : XI, 4 AH, there exists 
a value T[a] E (AH)T[~I such that Z[slAH(T[a]) = Z&t). 
(Proof by structural induction on Tz(Xl,).) 
From Lemmas 7.14 and 7.15 we conclude that for any value a E (AH)$ the following 
holds: @,ll,(a) iff (using the axioms defining DH,s) there exists T[a] E (AH)T[s] such 
that Z[slAH(T[a]) = a iff (by Lemmas 7.14 and 7.15) there exists a term t E Tz(X1,) 
and a valuation c( : XI, --+ AH such that la(t) = a. 
Proof of Proposition 7.20 (ii): Let s’ E S be arbitrary. We have to consider CH- 
contexts of the form apply,,_,(ctx,z,f ) with s E Obs. Condition (ii) can now be easily 
derived from the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.16. For all sorts Ct[s’ ---f s] E S, andfor all values aH E (AH)c+~+~I there 
exists a z-context C of sort s with context variable z,t and a valuation p : X -+ AH 
with @H~~,,(j3(v,~/ )) for all s” E S and all I_+! E Var(C) such that for any value 
a E (AH)~/ we have Z,Y"(C) = &a(apply,t,, (ctx,zs~)) where cr,(ctx) = aH, cca(zs/) = a 
and pn(zs, ) = a. 
(Proof by induction on the constructors of the sort Ct[s’ + s]. Note that Lemma 7.16 
is formulated for arbitrary sorts s, not only for observable ones, which allows us to 
use the necessary induction hypotheses.) 
Proof of Proposition 7.10 (iii): Condition (iii) follows from another lemma which is 
symmetric to Lemma 7.16 and can be proved by induction on the structure of arbitrary 
(observable or not) C-contexts. 0 
8. How to prove behavioural properties: examples 
In this section we discuss general guidelines for proving behavioural properties with 
respect to an observational equality k&Jn and we show how to apply the results 
obtained in the previous sections to various examples. 
In the following we assume given a signature C = (S, F), a set Obs C S of observable 
sorts, a set In C S of input sorts (and we assume that Z is sensible w.r.t. In), and an 
arbitrary specification SP with signature C. We want to prove that SP bZObs,,n $I, for 
some C-formula f$. 
The results obtained in the previous sections lead to the following method: 
1. Select an appropriate subset $? G gZ Ohs of observable contexts (which contains the 
trivial contexts z, for s E Obs). 
2. If In # S then define an appropriate hidden part with predicate symbols DH,~. 
3. If %? is infinite then complete the hidden part as needed and select some finite set 
of contexts %H (built with hidden function symbols). Otherwise let %H = 59. 
4. Consider the S-sorted family of finitary formulas HBeh[DH,%H] induced by the 
predicate symbols DH,$ (if any) and by the contexts go, and construct the sentence 
AXL[HBeh[Dn, Un]]. 
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5. Check that: 
(a) The resulting hidden part HID is a conservative xtension of SP. 
fb) (SP + HID + {C$, AXL[HBeh[Dr.r, %n]])) + CONG; . 
(c) The criteria for the hidden part given in Proposition 7.10 are satisfied, for any 
CH-algebra AH E Mod(SP + HID), w.r.t. the selected set of contexts %‘. 
Once these steps are done (once for all), Theorem 6.3 implies that: 
SP !==%X, In 4 if and only if (SP + HID + (Z$, ~L[HBeh[D~, %?n]]) ) k Z(4), 
for any .&formula I$_ 9 
Remark 8.1. It is important o note that since we consider a partial observational 
equality (and not an arbitrary behavioural equality), we can apply some obvious sim- 
plifications to the lift operator: 
1. If all observable sorts are input sorts {i.e. Obs C In), and in particular if we 
consider a total observational equality (since then Obs C In = S), then on observable 
sorts, the observational equality coincides with the set-theoretic equality, hence the 
predicate symbols -S are not necessary for the observable sorts s. 
2. If we consider a total obse~ational equality “o&,S, then for any C-formula 4, 
the lifted formula 9(4) is equivalent o the formula Ip where all equations I = r 
between terms of a non-observable sort s are replaced by I wS r. 
3. If we consider a partial observational equality %obs,rn , then we need predicate 
symbols DH,$ for non-input sorts s only. Moreover, for each non-input sort s, we know 
that x, N s x, is equivalent o DJ+(x~), and this fact can be used to simplify the lifting 
of formulas. 
It is clear that the selection of an adequate subset Q? of %?gbs i a crucial step in 
the method. In particular, if we succeed in finding a convenient finite set W%, then the 
definition of the hidden part is considerably simplified (it is enough to introduce the 
predicate symbols DH,,) and the proof obligations are much easier to discharge. But 
even if the selected set % is infinite, it is important o understand that the subsequent 
steps will be much easier if we consider a strict subset of %?gbs instead of the set of 
all observable contexts. In the next subsection we explain how in general such a set 
2? can be easily deduced from the specification we are interested in. Then we provide 
various examples which show how our method can be applied. 
8.1. Crucial contexts 
The problem now is to find an adequate subset V of Wibs, if possible, a finite 
subset W. Remember that observable contexts represent experiments with observable 
results. A typical (simple) experiment will start by some compu~tions involving mainly 
non-observable values and providing non-observable results, then there will be a 
9 Note that if SP is a smooth specification, then the specification SP + HID + (Z,“, AXL[meh[DH, @‘HI]) is 
smooth as well. 
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computation providing an observable result, possibly followed by more computations 
over observable values (more complex experiments will be arbitrary combinations of 
these simple ones). The crucial idea is that intuitively only the step going from non- 
observable values to observable ones is critical. Hence our intuition suggests that, 
in addition to the trivial observable contexts, it could be enough to consider the 
“crucial contexts” of the form f(xl,. . . , xk_,,zsk,xk+l,. .,x,,), with f E F of arity 
Sl . ..sk__1sksk+l . ..s. -+ s, s E Obs and Sk E S \ Obs. If the contextual equality in- 
duced by these crucial contexts is a Z-congruence (for the algebras in the class C we 
are interested in), then using Proposition 7.4 we know that it is fine to replace the 
infinite set of all observable contexts %?r Ohs by the finite set of the “crucial contexts”. 
It should be clear that the selection of the “crucial contexts” is mainly a starting 
point. As we will see in the examples described in the next subsections, in some cases 
the set of the “crucial contexts” is not optimal (i.e. an even smaller set of contexts is 
adequate), while in other cases the set of the “crucial contexts” is not adequate (i.e. we 
have to select a larger, infinite set of contexts). However, from our experience, the set 
of the “crucial contexts” is always a very useful starting point and when not adequate 
it provides nevertheless the “right intuition” about which set of contexts V must be 
selected. 
8.2. The CONTAINER example 
Let us consider again the CONTAINER specification introduced in Examples 2.2 
and 3.12. The observable sorts are {Elem, Nat, Bool} and all sorts are input sorts 
(i.e. we consider the total observational equality). 
We are interested in proving behavioural properties of the CONTAINER specification. 
First, as explained in Remark 8.1, note that we can apply some obvious simplifications, 
since the observational equality we consider is a total one. Hence we can considerably 
simplify the lifting of formulas, the axiomatization of the observational equality and 
the induced sentence AXL[.] by using just one predicate symbol -cant (for the sake 
of clarity we abbreviate the sort Container by Cont). 
Here the set of the “crucial contexts” is: {e E zcont, card (zcont), subset (S ,zcont 1, 
subset (zcOnt,S), zuo& zN&, znlem}. However, intuitively here the “crucial context” e 
E zcont is enough to observe containers, and the other observing operations (card and 
subset) do not observe “more” than the operation E does. Hence we will select the 
set %? = {e E zcont, za~l, z&t, zsiem} of observable contexts. 
Since we consider the total observational equality, this leads directly to the following 
formula TBehcont (S, S’) (cf. Corollary 7.6): 
TBehc,&S, S’) dzf [Ve : Elem. e E S = e E S’]. 
The corresponding axiomatization is the sentence AXL[TBehc,,,J : 
VS, S’ : Container. (p e : Elem. e E S = e E S’] @ S wcont S’). 
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The formula CONG,” is (after some obvious simplifications, cf. Remark 7.5): 
V e:Elem, S,S’,Sl,Sl’:Container. 
C(S -Co”t s’> A (Sl NCont s1’ > =+ 
insert(e,S) NCont insert (e, S’> A 
6 u Sl> -cant (S’ u Sl’> A 
remove (e, S> -Cant remove (e , S’> A 
card(S) = card@‘) A 
Let 
subset(S,Sl) =subset(S’,Sl’)l 
CONTAINER” kf (CONTAINER + (Sig(CONTAINER) U {~Cont},AXLITBehc,,t])). 
In a first step we must check that CONTAINER” + CONG,” , which is not difficult. 
It is then very easy to prove that: 
CONTAINER” k insert (e, insert (e , S> > -Cant insert (e , S> 
and that: 
CONTAINER” b insert (e, insert (e’ ,S> 1 -Cant insert (e’ , insert (e ,S>> 
which means that the two corresponding equations are behaviourally valid in the model 
class of the CONTAINER specification. This means as well that this specification can be 
considered as a correct behavioural implementation of sets. 
8.3. The STACK example 
Let us consider the following STACK specification. 
spec: STACK 
use: ELEM 
sort: Stack 
generated by: 
empty : -+ Stack 
push : Elem Stack --f Stack 
operations: 
POP : Stack 4 Stack 
top : Stack + Elem 
axioms: 
v S:Stack, e:Elem. 
pop(empty1 = empty 
pop(push(e,S)) = S 
top(push(e,S)) = e 
end STACK. 
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We assume that all sorts are input sorts (i.e. we consider the total observational 
equality) and that the sort Elem is observable. We are interested in proving behavioral 
properties of stacks. We can again apply obvious simpli~cations and use just one 
predicate symbol “stack (cf. Remark 8.1). 
Here the set of the “crucial contexts” is reduced to {top (Zs&), ZEI~}. It is clear 
that the context top (ZSbck) is not enough to observe stacks: two stacks may have 
the same top element without being obse~ationally equal. Intuitively two stacks must 
be considered as obse~ationally equal if the elements stored in the stacks are the 
same (and if they are stored in the same order). This can be checked by first looking 
to the top element, then popping the stacks and looking again to the top element, 
etc. until both stacks are (simultaneously) empty. Hence we will select the set V = 
(top(pop” hack)) / n E Ni) u {zElem)- 
Since we select an infinite set of observable contexts, we must find an adequate 
hidden part HID and a set of contexts %‘H to be used instead of %? itself. But the selected 
set $? of observable contexts is simple enough to suggest he following solution. Let 
HID be the specification: 
HID dgf NATP + {Sig(STACK) U Sig(NATP~ U (topn : Nat Stack -+ Elem), 
(V S:Stack, x:Nat. 
topn(O,S) = top@) 
topn(s(x) ,s>= topn(x,pop(S)))) 
whereby it is assumed that NATP is a monomo~hic specification of Peano’s naturai 
numbers having N as model. Let %?H dGf {topn (X ,ZS&k) , @lem}. 
Since we consider the total observational equality, we do not need any hidden pred- 
icate symbol, and we obtain as resulting formula: 
HBeh[@,topn]s,k(S,S’) dAf [Vx:Nat. topn(x,S) = topn(x,S’>l . 
The corresponding axiomatization is the sentence ~[HBeh[0,topn]s~k]: 
VS,S’:Stack. ([Vx:Nat. topn(x,S) =topn(x,S’)l ti S Nsta& S’>. 
The formula CONGT is (after some obvious simplifications, cf. Remark 7.5): lo 
ve:Elem, S,S’:Stack. (S “s&k S’> 3 push(e,S) Ns&& push(e,S’) 
Now let STACK-IMPL be a specification (with signature Sig(STACK)) which is sup- 
posed to describe a concrete implementation of stacks (for instance by means of arrays 
and pointers). Let STACK-IMPL-H” sf (STACK-IMPL + HID + (Sig(HID) u { Nsta&}, 
AXLIHBeh[O,topnlstaekl) h 
10 In particular, note that the set Q is generated by the subsignature where pop and top are the only Cmction 
symbols. Hence it is not necessary to check that 
CT =sWk S’) * pop(S) ,-+a& POPW) or (S -suck S’) * topC3)=topC3’). 
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Obviously, the condition (iii) of Theorem 7.11 holds (independently of the choice of 
the specification STACK-IMPL), since to any context topn (x , Z&-&) and any valuation 
u : {x} --+ fV corresponds the context top(p~p~(~) (Zfj&& > > (and reciprocally). 
Hence, if HID is a conservative extension of the STACK-IMPL specification and 
if moreover STACK-IMPL-H" b CONG,", we can apply Theorem 7.11, and as a 
consequence we know that, for any formula $J : 
STACK-IMPL +-,_ c$ if and only if STACK-IMPL-H" b Y(4). 
This means that for checking that the specification STACK-IMPL is indeed a be- 
havioural implementation of STACK, it is then enough to show that, for all STACK 
axioms 4, STACK-IMPL-H" k Z(4). 
8.4. The LIST example 
As a last example we will consider a classical implementation of sets by non- 
redundant lists. Let us first consider the following LIST specification: 
spec: LIST 
use: ELEM, BOOL 
sort: List 
generated by: 
empty : --+ List 
cons : Elem List -+ List 
operations: 
head : List + Elem 
tail : List + List 
_E-: Elem List + Boo1 
insert : Elem List + List 
remove : Elem List + List 
axioms: 
V L,L':List, e,e':Elem. 
head(cons(e,L)) = e 
tail(empty) = empty 
tail(cons(e,L)) = L 
e E empty = false 
[e E cons(e’,L) = true1 @ C(e * e’> V (e E L = true11 
[e 6 L = true] * insert(e,L) =L 
Ce E L = false] 3 insert(e,L) =cons(e,L) 
remove (e, empty) = empty 
remove(e,cons(e,L)) = L 
e # e’ =+ remove(e,cons(e’,L)) = cons(e’,remove(e,L>> 
end LIST. 
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First note that remove just removes the first occurrence of an element. Hence it is 
clear that LIST p e E remove(e,L) = false . 
We are now interested in studying the behaviour of lists if we forget the operations 
cons, head and tail. (Indeed, to use lists as an implementation of sets, we must 
first forget these operations and in addition perform an appropriate renaming, but we 
will not take this renaming into account here for the sake of simplicity.) Formally, 
we consider the signature C-Set defined by C-Set dAf Sig(LIST) \ {cons, head, 
tail}, and we consider the specification LIST]Z_~~~, which has exactly C-Set as 
signature, and the model class of which is defined (as usual) by Mod(LISTlz_s,t) def 
Mod(LIST)lZ_s,t. 
The behavioural theory of LIST(z_s,t will now be studied w.r.t. the partial obser- 
vational equality %obs,obs induced on C-Set-algebras by Obs = {Elem, Bool}. This 
observational equality is a family of partial C-Set-congruences. Indeed, since our aim 
is to prove that LIST1 _ z set is a correct behavioural implementation of sets, it is impor- 
tant not to choose List as an input sort, since we must only consider lists built with 
empty, insert and remove for the behavioural satisfaction of the set axioms (only 
these lists actually represent sets). 
The set of the “crucial contexts” is %? = {e E zList,znoot,Zstem}, and looks fine enough 
to be selected. 
Since we consider a partial observational equality =obs,obs, we must find an adequate 
hidden part HID with a predicate symbol D H,L~~~. (As for the previous examples, using 
Remark 8.1, we apply obvious simplifications and use just one predicate symbol -List 
in the lifting; similarly we need predicate symbols DH,~ for non-input sorts s only, 
hence here only for the sort List.) Since the selected set of contexts is finite there is 
no need for contexts built with auxiliary hidden function symbols. 
The role of the predicate symbol D H,List is to denote the lists built with the C-Set 
operations (and observable values), i.e. the lists built with empty, insert and remove 
(and not with cons or tail). Intuitively it is clear that these lists are exactly the lists 
with no duplicates. Hence it is quite obvious that the following hidden part HID should 
be adequate: 
HID dzf (C-Set U {nodup : List}, 
{‘dL:List. nodup ej (Ve:Elem. e E remove(e,L) = false)}). 
We obtain as resulting formula HBeh[nodup, E]Li,t(L, L’): 
[nodup A nodup A (ye : Elem. e E L = e E L’)] . 
The corresponding axiomatization is the sentence AXL[HBeh[nodup, E]List]: 
VL,L’ : List. 
([nodup (L) A nodup A (V/e : Elem. e E L = e E L’)] M L -List L’) . 
In particular we have: VL: List. nodup * L -List L . 
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The formula CONG,“_s,, is (after some obvious simplifications, cf. Remark 7.5): 
Ve:Elem,L,L’ : List. [(L NList L’) 
* insert (e ,L) -List insert(e, L’) A remove (e, L) -List remove (e, L’)] 
Let 
LISTIZ_s,t -H” kf (LISTIz_set +HID +(Sig(HID) U {NList}, 
-4WHBehbodup, Ehstl) > 
and let 
LIST-H” kf (LIST + HID + (Sig(HID) U {NLiSt},AXL[HBeh[nodup, E]List])). 
It is obvious that HID is a conservative extension of the LIST Iz_set specification 
(indeed it is also a conservative extension of the LIST specification). To check that 
LISTIZ-set-H” k CONG;-S,t, it is equivalent to check that LIST-H” k CONG&,t, 
which is not difficult. Then we must check that the condition (iii) of Theorem 7.11 
holds, i.e. that the condition (i) of Proposition 7.10 is satisfied. This follows from an 
easy proof by induction w.r.t. ~Z-set(~{Elem,BOOl} )List.
Hence we can apply Theorem 7.11, and as a consequence we know that, for any 
Z-Set-formula 4, LIST/r_s,t kc,,bs,,,bs 4 if and only if LISTIz_s,t-H” k Y(4) if and 
only if LIST-H” k T(4). 
For instance, to prove that: 
LISTI,-set +~bs,Obs insert(e,insert(e’,L)) =insert(e’,insert(e,L)) 
and that: 
LISTIs+ &,bs,Obs e E remove(e,L) =false, 
it is equivalent to prove that (since nodup is equivalent to L -List L): 
LIST-H” /= nodup + 
insert(e,insert(e’,L)) NList insertce’ ,insert(e,L)) 
and that: 
LIST-H” /= nodup + e E remove (e, L) = false , 
which is not difficult. This indeed is the crucial step required to conclude that our LIST 
specification can be considered as a correct behavioural implementation of sets. 
9. Reducing partial observational equalities to total ones 
In Section 7 we have explained how to find a finitary axiomatization of a partial 
observational equality. An important part of this task was the introduction of adequate 
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hidden predicate symbols DH,~ axiomatized in a suitable way. The main idea of this 
section is to show that it is always possible to consider, instead of a partial observa- 
tional equality, a corresponding total observational equality, provided we replace the 
class C of algebras we are interested in by another related class of algebras. Using 
this alternative technique, one first get rid of the problems raised by partiality, and 
then the method described in Section 8 is applied, i.e. we have to obtain a suitable 
finitary axiomatization of the corresponding total observational equality. However this 
task is in general much simpler for total observational equalities than for partial ones, 
since in particular there is no need to guess and axiomatize auxiliary hidden predi- 
cate symbols DH,~ (i.e. the second step of the method described in Section 8 is not 
necessary). 
Throughout this section we still assume given a signature C = (S,F), a set Obs C S 
of observable sorts and a set In C S of input sorts (and we assume that C is sensible 
w.r.t. In). 
Intuitively, to check the behavioural validity of a formula 4 w.r.t. a C-algebra A and 
the partial observational equality =obs, in, it is equivalent to check the behavioural va- 
lidity of the formula 4 w.r.t. the subalgebra A[Xi,] and the total observational equality 
=Obs. S. More formally: 
Proposition 9.1. Let A be a C-algebra, C be a class of C-algebras and 4 be a C- 
formula. 
6) A I===, r.,n 4 if and only if4XIn1 h,bs,S 4. 
(ii) C l==NObs,In 4 if and only if RESTRlr,i,l(C) &bs,s 4, where RESTRcr,i,l(C) kf 
{-4&J I A E C). 
Proof. (ii) follows directly from (i). (i) is implied by the fact that for any C-algebra A, 
any valuation CI : X ---f A[XI,] and any C-formula 4, A, c1 +zO,,s,,n 4 iff A[XI,], IX +c,,,,, 
4. This fact follows from an easy induction on the structure of the formula 4, using 
the fact that a valuation CI : X -+ A[XI,] induces an interpretation 1, from T&Y) to 
A[XI,], and that for any elements a, b E A[X,,], a zObs,I,,J b iff a xObs,S,AIX,,] b . 0 
Note that our RESTRlr,i,l p o erator corresponds to the “restriction functor” considered 
e.g. in [lo, 241. Our aim is now to show that the RESTRtr,i,j operator can be con- 
sidered as a derived operator of the ASL-like specification language. For this we will 
assume that, in addition to basic specifications and the sum operator +, the ASL-like 
specification language considered contains also the following two specification-building 
primitives: 
Renaming: For any specification SP with signature C and any bijective signature 
morphism c : C + C’, the expression rename SP by C-J is a specification, with signature 
.Y = a(Sig(SP)), and with model class a(Mod( SP)), where for any class C of C- 
algebras, a(C) dAf {A’ E Alg(C’) 1 A’(, E C} (thereby “Ior’ denotes the forgetful functor 
induced by the bijective signature morphism 0, cf. e.g. [9]). In particular, when SP is 
a basic specification (C, &x), then the specification rename SP by o is equivalent to 
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the basic specification (2, 0(&x)), where (r is extended in a straightforward way to 
Z-terms and C-formulas. 
Export: For any specification SP with signature C and any subsignature C’ of 
Z, the expression SP 1 p is a specification, with signature C’ and with model class 
Mod(SP)Ir, . ‘l 
To show that the RESTR[r,i,I operator can be defined as a derived operator of any 
ASL-like language containing the rename and export specification-building primitives, 
we start by introducing an auxiliary specification associated to the signature C and to 
the input sorts In: 
Definition 9.2 (Encoding of the RESTR [r,i,,] operator). Let C = (S,F) be a signature 
and In G S be a set of input sorts such that Z is sensible w.r.t. In. 
(i) Let S,r, kf S \ In (hence S = In @ S,,). 
(ii) Let Fi, dAf {f E F 1 all sorts in the arity of f are input sorts}, and let F-I,, be 
its complement (hence F = FI, $ Flln, and for each f E F,I, , the arity of f involves 
at least one non-input sort). 
(iii) For each sort s E ,S+,, let c[s] be a “new” sort (i.e. we assume c[s] # S). 
(iv) For each function symbol f E F,I, of arity s1 . . s, -+ s, let c[f] be a “new” 
function symbol of arity [isi . ..[ .s, + [s, with [isi = si if Si E In and [isi = C[si] 
otherwise, and similarly for is (again we assume c[f] 6 F). 
(v) Let C, = (S,,F,) be the signature defined by: 
S, kf In G3 {c[s] 1 s E S,,} and F, d&f Fi, $ {c[f] 1 f E F+}. 
Obviously we have a bijective signature morphism cc : Z + C, , defined by cc(s) = 
s if s E In and rrJs) = c[s] if s 6 In, a,(f) = f if f E FI, and o,(f) = c[f ] if 
f E F11n. 
The specification RESTRICT[C, In] = (C~srs, WRESTR, dx~~srs) is defined by: 
(i) Cmsrs is equal to C u C, plus, for each sort s E S,r, , a new function symbol 
I[s] of arity s + c[s] .
(ii) 92msrs = (S,i, , {f E F+, of arity si . . . s, --+ s, with s $ In}). 
(iii) &‘x~srs is the union of 
(a) For each function symbol f E F-1, of arity si . . .s, + s, with s $! In, the 
(implicitly universally quantified) equation: 
Osl(f (x1 , . . . ,x,)) = c[f]([lxl,. . , [,;c,), with cixi = xi if si E In and [ixi = I[si](xi) 
otherwise. 
(b) For each function symbol f E F+, of arity si . . .s, + s, with s E In, the 
(implicitly universally quantified) equation: 
fh,..., xn) = c[f]([lxl,. . .,&,x,), with cixi = xi if si E In and [ixi = 1[si](Xi) 
otherwise. 
I’ Note that we have already implicitly used this export operator in our LIST example described in Sec- 
tion 8.4. 
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(c) For each sort s E S,I, , the sentence: 
~X$,VS :s. I[sl(xs> =el(Ys) * A = Ys 
Proposition 9.3 (RESTR1z,in] is a derived operator). Let C, In, C,, 0, and RESTRICT 
[Z,In] be as in Definition 9.2. For any class C of C-algebras closed under isomor- 
phism, we have: 
RESTR[Z,I,I(C) = (G(C) + RESTRICT]& Inlh 
In particular, if C is the model class of some ASL-like structured specification SP 
with signature C, we have: 
RESTRlz,i,l(Mod(SP)) = (rename SP by oc + RESTRICT[C, In])lz 
Proof. Let C be a class of C-algebras closed under isomorphism. Note that C f’ C, = 
Gdin). 
5: Let A E C be a C-algebra. Consider the Cmsrs-algebra B defined by: 
(i) B]z, = o,(A), i.e. BI z, is the ,X,-algebra A, defined by (A,)I,= A. Note that for 
any sort s E &I,, we have B,[,] = A,, and for any sort s E In, we have B, = A, . 
(ii) Blz = A[Xl,]. 
(iii) For each sort s E &I,, Z[s]’ : B,(= A[X&) + B,(,](= A,) is the canonical 
inclusion. 
B is well-defined since, for any sort s E In, B, = A, = A[X&, and for any 
function symbol f E F,, , fB = f”@) = f” = fALznI. Moreover, obviously B E 
Mod(RESTRICT[Z, In]) and BI_v~E o,(C), i.e. B E (oJC> + RESTRICT[C, In]). But 
by construction A[XI,] = BIz, hence A[XI,] E (oc(C) + RESTRICT[Z, In])lz . 
2: Let B E (at(C) + RESTRICT[C,In]) be a Cmsrn-algebra, and let A be the 
C-algebra defined by A ‘!Ef (B 1~~ ) Igc . Obviously A E C. Now, note that the applica- 
tions l[slB, for s E S,i, , together with the identities on B, , for s E In, induce an 
injective C-morphism h from B(_T to A, since B + &‘.T~sTR. Hence B]x is isomor- 
phic to the image of h, and due to the reachability constraint WRE~TR, we conclude 
that BIz is isomorphic to A[X1,]. Hence B 11 E RESTR~ZJ,~(C), since we have as- 
sumed that C is closed under isomorphism (hence RESTR~_VJ,~(C) is also closed under 
isomorphism). Cl 
As shown by the above proof, the basic idea underlying the construction is to make 
a “copy” (by 0,) of a given C-algebra A, to add a Z-algebra generated by C and 
Xi,, and to make sure that this added algebra is in fact isomorphic to A[X,,] (using 
the Z[s] function symbols axiomatized in a suitable way). The whole construction and 
proof would be simpler if we would have made a “plain copy” of C, but in practice it 
is obviously “more efficient” to restrict the copy to the non-input sorts. We can now 
derive the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.4 (Reducing partial observational equalities to total ones). Let C = (S,F) 
be a signature, Obs G S be a set of observable sorts and In C S be a set of input 
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sorts such that C is sensible w.r. t. In. Let C be a class of C-algebras closed under 
isomorphism and let I$ be a C-formula. 
(i) C ~%x.ln 4 if and only if (at(C) + RESTRICT[C,I~])~Z &,bs,, 4. 
(ii) In particular, if C is the model class of some ASL-like structured specijcation 
SP, we have: SP &,$,,” 4 if and only if (rename SP by oc + RFSTRlCT[C,In])]r 
k===ok&s 4. 
Proof. Follows directly from Propositions 9.1 and 9.3. 0 
Hence, when we consider a partial observational equality Mob@, we can first use the 
reduction provided by Theorem 9.4, and then we have to find a finitary axiomatization 
of the total observational equality =obs,s , but now with respect to the model class 
of (rename SP by rrc f RESTRlCT[C,In]) 1 2 instead of the model class of SP. In 
particular, this means that applying the method described in Section 8 will be simpler, 
since there will be no need for an hidden part to encode the definition domain of the 
partial observational equality by predicates DH,$ (hence it could be the case that no 
hidden part at all will be necessary, provided we can select an appropriate finite set 
of observable contexts). The expression (rename SP by oc + RESTRlCT[Z, In])]r does 
not denote a smooth specification as defined in Section 2, but this is not a problem at 
all since it is well-known how to handle standard proofs with respect to such structured 
specifications. 
Example 9.5. Let us consider again the LIST example studied in Section 8.4. Remem- 
ber that we are interested in the behavioural theory of the specification LIST(~_S,~, 
w.r.t. the partial observational equality %obs,obs induced on C-Set-algebras by Obs = 
{Elem, Bool}. The only non-input sort is List. 
In a first step we apply the transformation suggested by Theorem 9.4, and we must 
therefore consider the total observational equality =obs,s w.r.t. the specification LIST- 
RESTR defined by: 
LIST-RESTR dAf (rename LIST] _ r set by oc + RESTRlCT[C-Set, List])]p-set , 
where the renaming crc and the specification RESTRlCT[C-Set, List] are defined as in 
Definition 9.2 (in particular, we introduce a new sort c[List], and new function 
symbols c [empty], ~1~1, c [insert] and ckemove], and also a function symbol 
I [List] : List --+ c [List1 with a suitable axiomatization). 
As in Section 8.4, we select the set of “crucial contexts”: 
q = {e E ZList~ZBool,ZElem}~ 
The corresponding formula TBehList (L, L’ ) is (cf. Corollary 7.6): 
[ve:Elem. eEL = eEL’]. 
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The corresponding axiomatization is the sentence AXL[TBehLi,]: 
VL,L’ : List. (pe:Elem. e E L=e E L’] H L NList L’). 
The formula CONGy_s,, is: 
Ve:Elem, L,L’:List. 
[(L NList L’) * insert (e , L) -List insert (e , L’ > 
A remove (e ,L) -List remove (e ,L’)] 
Let 
LIST-RESTR” dGf (LIST-RESTR + (C-Set U {-List}) AXL[TBehLi,])) . 
In a first step we must check that LIST-RESTR” + CONG,“_,,, . This is not difficult, 
due to the axiomatization of I [List]. (Note that, for instance, we have among the 
axioms on I [List]: e E L - e c [E] I [List] CL); moreover, due to the reachabil- 
ity constraint %&sTR, we can reason by structural induction w.r.t. the constructors of 
the List sort, i.e. w.r.t. empty, insert and remove, even if the constructors of the 
c[Listl sort are empty and cons.) 
Then, using Theorem 9.4, Corollary 7.6 and Theorem 6.3, we know that, for any 
C-Set-formula 4, LISTjr_s,t kZObs,Obs I$ if and only if LIST-RESTR” k Z?(4). l2 
For instance, to prove that: 
LISTIz-set k==cw,br insert(e,insert(e’,L)) = insert(e’,insert(e,L)) 
and that: 
it is 
LIST]r_s,t k:-,,,, e E remove(e,L) = false, 
equivalent to prove that: 
LIST-RESTR” b insert (e , insert (e’ , L) > -List insert (e’ , insert (e , L1> 
and that: 
LIST-RESTR” b e E remove(e,L) = false, 
which is again not difficult. 
10. Behavioural theories of behavioural and abstractor specifications 
All results developed so far were obtained for arbitrary structured specifications, 
and we have not yet considered any interaction between behavioural equalities and the 
ASL-like specification language used to express specifications. In practice, however, 
12Note that here, in contrast with Section 8.4, we have first reduced the partial observational equality to a 
total one. This means in particular that we can apply to the lifting of formulas the simplifications explained 
in Remark 8.1, i.e. for any C-Set-formula I#, the lifted formula U(4) is equivalent to the formula 4 where 
all equations 1 = r between terms of sort List are replaced by 1 -List r. 
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behavioural equalities are not only used to define a behavioural satisfaction relation, 
but they can also be used to enrich the given specification language by “behavioural 
specifications”. Behavioural specifications are a generalization of standard specifications 
which allow us to describe the behaviour of data structures and programs with respect 
to a given behavioural equality. The essential difference to the standard case is that 
instead of considering the usual models of a specification, one considers all algebras the 
behaviour of which is a model of the given underlying specification. More precisely, 
we define behavioural specifications as follows. 
Definition 10.1 (Behavioural spec$cation). Let SP be an arbitrary ASL-like structured 
specification with signature C, and let M be a Z-behavioural equality. 
(i) The expression bebaviour SP w.r.t. z is a behavioural specification, with sig- 
nature C. 
(ii) The model class of a behavioural specification is defined by: 
Mod(bebaviour SP w.r.t. x) ‘%f Beh,(Mod(SP)), 
where, for any class C of C-algebras, the behaviour operator Beh, is defined by 
Beh,(C) def {A E Alg(C) 1 A/z~ E C}. 
(iii) A class C of Z-algebras is called behaviourally closed (w.r.t. Z) 
C C Beh,(C) (or, equivalently, if C/Z C C). In particular, the specification SP 
behaviourally closed (w.r.t. Z) if Mod(SP) c Beh,(Mod(SP)) (or, equivalently, 
Mod( SP)/= C Mod( SP)). 
if 
is 
if 
Remark 10.2. An algebra A is a model of a behavioural specification behaviour SP 
w.r.t. M if and only if its behaviour A/ %A (cf. Definition 3.1) is a model (in the 
standard sense) of the underlying specification SP. In particular, from Theorem 3.4 we 
can conclude that if SP is a basic specification (C, &‘x), then a Z-algebra A is a model 
of behaviour SP wrt x if and only if the axioms of SP are behaviourally satisfied by A, 
i.e. A kx dx. An algebraic specification SP is behaviourally closed if the behaviours 
of all models of SP are also models of SP. If this is not the case, this means that 
there is some “inconsistency” between the properties required by the specification SP 
(e.g. its axioms) and the chosen behavioural equality (cf. e.g. [7]). I3 
Another approach which allows us to relax the standard semantics of algebraic spec- 
ifications are “abstractor specifications” (cf. [24,25]). In this case an equivalence re- 
lation between algebras is used for abstracting from the (standard) model class of a 
specification. Abstractor specifications are defined as follows. 
Definition 10.3 (Abstractor speczjication). Let SP be an arbitrary ASL-like structured 
specification with signature C, and let E be an arbitrary equivalence relation on Alg(C). 
I3 “Behaviourally closed” was called “behaviourally consistent” in [7], but the terminology proposed here 
seems more adequate. 
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(i) The expression abstract SP w.r.t. = is an abstractor specification, with sig- 
nature C. 
(ii) The model class of an abstractor specification is defined by: 
Mod(ahstract SP w.r.t. E) %f Abs,(Mod(SP)), 
where, for any class C of C-algebras, Abs,(C) denotes the closure of C under --, 
i.e. Abs,(C) dAf {B E Alg(C) 1 B z A for some A E C}. 
Behavioural specifications and abstractor specifications are based on the same inten- 
tion, namely to provide a more general view of the semantics of specifications. This 
proves to be especially useful to define implementation relations where implementations 
may relax (some of) the properties of the given requirement specification (cf. e.g. ab- 
stractor implementations in [24] or behavioural implementations in [6,13] and similarly 
in [17]; for a survey on implementation concepts see [20]). Refs. [7,8] provide an in- 
depth study of the relationships between behavioural and abstractor specifications. 
The underlying idea of the behavioural approach is to consider the behaviour A/z* 
of any C-algebra A w.r.t. a given C-behavioural equality Z, while the abstractor ap- 
proach is based on an equivalence relation =: between C-algebras, where intuitively 
two algebras A and B are equivalent if they have the same behaviour. Hence to relate 
both approaches, an obvious preliminary requirement is that in both cases “behaviour” 
has the same meaning: 
Definition 10.4 (Factorizability). Given a signature C, a C-behavioural equality M and 
an equivalence relation E between C-algebras, we say that the equivalence E is fac- 
torizable by M if for all C-algebras A and B, A z B if and only if A/ z.4 and B/MB 
are isomorphic. 
Example 10.5. (Observational equivalences). In Section 3.2 we have seen how to 
define observational equalities. Given a signature C = (S,F), we can also define ob- 
servational equivalences =_Ob& associated to a choice of input sorts In c S and of 
observable sorts Obs s S as follows: 
Two C-algebras A and B are called observationally equivalent w.r.t. Obs and In, 
denoted by A =_ObQ, B, if there exists an S-sorted family of variables YI,, with (YI,), = 
0 for all s E S \ In and two valuations Q : YI, + A and CQ : YI, -+ B with sutjective 
mappings aA,, : (fin), --+ 4 and QI,~ : 0% Is -+ B, for all s E In such that for all terms 
1, r E Tz(YI,)~ of observable sort s E Obs the following holds: INA = INA if and 
only if &,(Z) = &,(r). 
We refer the reader to [7] where a more detailed discussion of observational equiv- 
alences is provided as well as a proof of the fact that the observational equivalence 
=_Obs,Jn is factorizable by the observational equality =obs,in. 
The factorizability of the equivalence E by the behavioural equality M is the technical 
condition under which meaningful relationships between behavioural and abstractor 
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specifications can be established (cf. [7]). Fully abstract algebras play also an important 
r6le for the study of these relationships. Following Milner’s notion (cf. [18]), we define 
full abstractness with respect o a given behavioural equality as follows: 
Definition 10.6 (Fully abstract algebra and regularity). Let C be a signature and M 
be a Z-behavioural equality. 
(i) A C-algebra A is called fklly abstract with respect o M (or briefly fully abstract) 
if MA coincides with the set-theoretic equality on the carrier sets of A. (In particular 
=A is total.) 
(ii) For any class C of Z-algebras, FA,(C) denotes the subclass of the fully 
abstract algebras of C, i.e. FAX(C) dgf {A E C 1 A is fully abstract}. 
(iii) The behavioural equality M is called regular if, for any Z-algebra A, its be- 
haviour A/XA is fully abstract. 
Example 10.7. Let us consider again the CONTAINER specification described in 
Examples 2.2 and 3.12. We still assume that the sorts Elem, Nat and Boo1 are observ- 
able, and that all sorts are input sorts, and we consider the associated observational 
equality. In that case, the algebra of finite sequences of elements, which is a model 
of CONTAINER, is not a fully abstract algebra, since two distinct sequences may be 
observationally equal. The algebra of finite sets of elements, which is also a model of 
CONTAINER, is fully abstract. 
We will show at the end of this section that observational equalities are always reg- 
ular (see also [7] for a direct proof and [8] for more general properties of observational 
equalities). 
We will now focus on behavioural theories of behavioural and abstractor specifica- 
tions. Let us first recall a result established in [7]. 
Theorem 10.8 (Behavioural theories of behavioural and abstractor specifications [7, 
Section 71). Let C be a signature, M be a regular C-behavioural equality, and E be 
an equivalence relation between C-algebras factorizable by x. For any class C of 
C-algebras, we have: 
(i) Th,(Abs,(C)) = Th,(C). 
(ii) Th,(Beh,(C)) = Th(FA,(C)). 
(iii) If C is closed under isomorphism and behaviourally closed w. r. t. M, then 
Th,(Beh,(C)) = Th,(Abs,(C)) = Th,(C) = Th(FA,(C)). 
(iv) In particular, if SP is an ASL-like structured specijication with signature Z, 
we have: 
(a) Th,(Mod(abstract SP w.r.t =)) = Th,(Mod(SP)). 
(b) Th,(Mod(behaviour SP w.r.t =)) = Th(FA,(Mod(SP))). 
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(c) If Mod(SP) is closed under isomorphism and if SP is behaviourally closed 
w. r. t. z:, then: 
Th,(Mod(behaviour SP w.r.t. z)) 
= Th,(Mod(abstract SP w.r.t. E)) 
= Th=(Mod(SP)) = Th(FA,(Mod(SP))). 
Theorem 10.8 has various important consequences. Let us assume in the following 
discussion that the ASL-like specification language has been enriched by behavioural 
and abstractor specifications as shown in Definitions 10.1 and 10.3, and assume as 
well that the behavioural equality is regular and that the equivalence between algebras 
is factorizable by the behavioural equality. Moreover, let us assume that all ASL-like 
structured specifications have model classes closed under isomorphism, as it is usually 
the case. l4 Then from Theorem 10.8 we derive the following proof methods: 
1. If we want to prove that some formula C$ is behaviourally satisfied by an ab- 
&actor specification abstract SP w.r.t. E-, it is equivalent to prove that the same 
formula $ is behaviourally satisfied by SP. In particular, we do not directly apply The- 
orems 5.5 or 6.3 to abstractor specifications, but we first use the reduction provided 
by Theorem 10.8(iv)(a). From a practical point of view, this means that we must find 
a finitary axiomatization of the behavioural equality not w.r.t. the model class of the 
abstractor specification, but onZy w.r.t. the (in general much smaller) model class of 
the underlying specification SP. 
2. If we want to prove that some formula 4 is behaviourally satisfied by a behavioural 
specification behavionr SP w.r.t. Z, it is equivalent to prove that the same formula 
C$ is satisfied (in the standard sense) by the fully abstract models of the underlying 
specification SP. In particular, it would be sufficient to prove that this formula is 
satisfied in the standard sense by SP. 
3. If the specification SP is behaviourally closed, l5 then to prove that a formula 4 is 
behaviourally satisfied by either SP or abstract SP w.r.t. E or behaviour SP w.r.t. M, 
it is equivalent to prove that the same formula 4 is satisfied (in the standard sense) 
by the fully abstract models of SP. Again, in particular it would be sufficient to prove 
that this formula is satisfied in the standard sense by SP. 
The above discussion points out the importance of fully abstract algebras, and more 
precisely of the standard theory of the fully abstract models of a given specification 
I4 Note that for behavioural and abstractor specifications, this is guaranteed if the behavioural equality is “iso- 
morphism compatible” (i.e. if two isomorphic algebras have isomorphic behaviours) and if the equivalence 
between algebras is “isomorphism protecting” (i.e. if two isomorphic algebras are equivalent). Under the 
assumption of factorizability, these two properties are equivalent. Observational equalities and observational 
equivalences are respectively isomorphism compatible and isomorphism protecting, cf. [7]. 
Is See [6,7] for sufficient conditions. In particular, basic specifications where axioms are restricted to con- 
ditional equations with observable premisses are behaviourally closed w.r.t. any total observational equality, 
cf. [22]. 
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SP (or of a given class C of algebras). Indeed, in Section 4 we have shown how 
to reduce the behavioural theory of a class C of algebras to (a subset of) the stan- 
dard theory of the lifted class Z(C) (cf. Theorem 4.2), and then in the following 
sections we have studied how to use this reduction once an axiomatization Beh of 
the behavioural equality is provided: the basic idea was “to characterize lifted alge- 
bras” by the sentence AXL[Beh]. Similarly, our aim is now to show how to derive 
“a characterization of full abstractness” (by some sentence FA[Beh]) from an axiom- 
atization Beh of the behavioural equality. For this purpose we define the following 
sentence: 
Definition 10.9. Let C = (S,F) and Ci be two signatures such that C G Ci, and let 
4 = (&&s be an S-sorted family of Zi-formulas, where each formula & has exactly 
two free variables x, and y, (both of sort s E S). Let FA[4] be the Zl-sentence 
defined by: 
FA[4] kf A Vx,,y, :s. [& @ x, = y,] . 
SES 
Proposition 10.10 (Characterization of fully abstract algebras). Let C = (S,F) be a 
signature, M be a C-behavioural equality and let C be a class of C-algebras. Let 
Beh be a (possibly injinitary) axiomatization of the C-behavioural equality M, and 
let (HID,HBeh) be a jinitary axiomatization with hidden part of the C-behavioural 
equality M with respect to the given class C of C-algebras. Let Cn be the signature 
of HID, and let FA[Beh] and FA[HBeh] be the sentences induced by Beh and HBeh 
respectively (cf Definition 10.9) . 
(i) A C-algebra A is fully abstract (w. r. t. M) if and only if A k FA[Beh], hence 
FA,(C) = (C + (Z,FA[Beh])). 
(ii) A C-algebra A E C is fully abstract (w. r. t. FZ) if and only if 
({A} + HID) k FA[HBeh], hence FA,(C) = (C + HID + (ZH,FA[HBeh]))lr 
Proof. (i) Follows directly from the definition of fully abstract algebras and 
Proposition 5.3; (ii) is derived in a similar way using Remark 6.2. 0 
This characterization of fully abstract algebras leads directly to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 10.11. Let C be a signature, M be a regular Z-behavioural equality, and E 
be an equivalence relation between Z-algebras factorizable by M. Let C be a class 
of C-algebras. Let Beh be a @ossibly infinitary) axiomatization of the C-behavioural 
equality 25, and let (HID, HBeh) be a finitary axiomatization with hidden part of the 
C-behavioural equality M with respect to the given class C of C-algebras. Let Cn be 
the signature of HID, and let FA[Beh] and FA[HBeh] be the sentences induced by 
Beh and HBeh respectively (cf Definition 10.9). 
(i) Th,(Beh,(C)) = Th(C+(C,FA[Beh])) = Th((C+HID+(CH,FA[HBeh]))lr). 
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(ii) If C is closed under isomorphism and behaviourally closed w. r. t. =, then 
Th,(Beh,(C)) = Th,(Abs,(C)) = Th,(C) = Th(C + (C,FA[Beh])) 
= Th((C + HID + (CH,FA[HBeh]))lz). 
(iii) In particular, if C is the model class of some ASL-like structured specijication 
SP, we have: 
(a) Th,(Mod(bebaviour SP w.r.t. z)) = Th(SP + (C,FA[Beh])) 
= Th((SP + HID + (CH,FA[HB~~]))~Z). 
(b) If moreover Mod(SP) is closed under isomorphism and if SP is behaviour- 
ally closed w. r. t. z, then: 
Th,(Mod(bebaviour SP w.r.t. M)) 
=Th,(Mod(abstract SP w.r.t. =)) 
=Th,(Mod(SP)) 
=Th(SP + (C, FA[Beh])) = Th((SP + HID + (CH, FA[HBeh]))lz). 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 10.8 and Proposition 10.10. 0 
Hence, as soon as we have found a finitary axiomatization (HID,HBeh) of a 
behavioural equality z with respect to the model class of a specification SP (e.g. fol- 
lowing the method described in Section 8 for observational equalities), we obtain the 
corresponding finitary sentences AXL[HBeh] and FA[HBeh], and then we can use 
“standard” proof techniques to prove the behavioural validity of formulas with respect 
to either SP, or the behavioural or abstractor specifications built on top of SP. In the 
case of a behavioural specification, or when the specification SP is known to be be- 
haviourally closed, then we can use the sentence FA[HBeh] instead of the sentence 
AXL[HBeh]. 
Example 10.12. Let us consider again the CONTAINER specification studied in 
Section 8.2. It is not difficult to show that this specification is behaviourally closed 
with respect to the total observational equality induced by the observable sorts Elem, 
Nat and Bool. Hence we proceed as in Section 8.2, but instead of using the sentence 
AXL[TBehc,,,& we use the sentence FA[TBehc,,] defined by V S, S’ : Container. 
( [Ve:Elem. e E S = e E S’l w S = S’> . Now let CONTAINER-FA Ef (CONTAINER 
+ (Sig(CONTAINER), FA[TBehc,,J)) . To prove that the two characteristic equations of 
sets are behaviourally valid in the model class of the CONTAINER specification (or 
in the model class of the corresponding behavioural or abstractor specifications), it is 
equivalent to prove that CONTAINER-FA b insert (e, insert (e, S> ) = insert (e, S) 
and that CONTAINER-FA k insert (e, insert (e’ , S> > = insert (e’ , insert (e, S> > . 
In the rest of this section we study a last application of axiomatizations of behavioural 
equalities, namely we point out that, whenever an axiomatization of a behavioural 
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equality M is provided, one can characterize the regularity of M by a certain property 
(called invariance) of this axiomatization. 
Definition 10.13 (Invariant formula). Let Z be a signature and z be a C-behavioural 
equality. A C-formula 4 is called invariant w.r.t. z if, for any C-algebra A and valu- 
ation CY : X + Dom(%:,), A,CY kX 4 if and only if A,CY k 4. 
Remark 10.14. If C$ is closed then, due to Theorem 4.2, C$ is invariant if and only 
if 4 and Y(4) are equivalent formulas w.r.t. the class of all lifted algebras Z(A), 
for A E Alg(Z). In particular, in the special case of partial observational equalities 
induced by a set Obs of observable sorts and by a set In of input sorts, sentences built 
with the logical connectives, quantifiers and from equations between observable terms 
(i.e. terms of an observable sort) that contain only variables of input sorts are invariant 
formulas. 
Proposition 10.15. Let C be a signature and Beh be an axiomatization of a C- 
behavioural equality M. The behavioural equality M is regular if and only if its 
axiomatization Beh is invariant. 
Proof. From Proposition 5.3 we know that, since Beh is an axiomatization of z:, for 
any C-algebra A, any sort s E S and any valuation c( : X + A, A, ct k Beh,(x,, yS) iff 
a(xS) MA a(yS). In particular, for any valuation CI : X -+ Dom(wA), A, c( + Beh,(x,, yS) 
iff A, a kZ x, = ys. Hence the axiomatization Beh of M is invariant if and only if, 
for any C-algebra A and any valuation CI : X + Dom(%:A ), A, a kZ Beh,(x,, ys) iff 
A,cc b Beh,(x,, yS) iff A,a bZ x, = ys. From this we conclude that the axiomatization 
Beh of M is invariant if and only if, for any C-algebra A, A kx FA[Beh]. Using 
Theorem 3.4 (i), we conclude that the axiomatization Beh is invariant if and only if, 
for any Z-algebra A, A/XA k FA[Beh], i.e., using Proposition 10.10, if and only if, 
for any C-algebra A, A/ZA is fully abstract, which is the definition of regularity. q 
Using Proposition 10.15, it is easy to show that the observational equality %obs,in 
induced by a set Obs of observable sorts and a set In of input sorts is always regular 
(cf. Example 5.4). 
11. Conclusion 
In the literature several approaches formalize behavioural correctness concepts by 
introducing some kind of behavioural semantics (cf. e.g. [2,12,19-21,231). The main 
drawback of these approaches is that they either do not provide a proof-theoretical 
framework or suggest technically complicated proof techniques which are only of lim- 
ited interest for practical applications (cf. the context induction principle in [ 131 or the 
correspondence relation in [26]). In this paper we have developed a proof theoretical 
framework for checking the behavioural validity of arbitrary first-order formulas. We 
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have shown that in the case of partial observational equalities this framework leads 
to a method that allows us to prove observational theorems using any arbitrary theo- 
rem prover for standard first-order logic. For concrete examples we have successfully 
proved observational theorems with the Larch Prover LP (cf. [ll]). 
Recently, it has been shown in [15] that our results can be extended to a higher- 
order logical framework. Note that in a higher-order logical framework it is always 
easy to find a finitary (higher-order) axiomatization of an observational equality, but 
then the problem is how to handle the complexity of the higher-order axiomatiza- 
tion when performing proofs. Note also that our approach is completely different 
from the one used in [14], where sound and complete proof systems with in$ni- 
tary proof rules are given for structured specifications with observability 
operators. 
One of the main ideas for obtaining the results described in this paper was to use 
the fact that an observational equality is the greatest congruence relation which “co- 
incides” with the set-theoretic equality for observable sorts. In [17], a similar idea is 
used, in the framework of hidden order sorted algebras, to derive efficient techniques 
for proving the correctness of refinements. However, in [17], the idea merely leads to 
an optimization of the context induction principle of [13], using a distinction between 
“generators” and “defined functions” (moreover in the hidden order sorted algebra 
framework, axioms are restricted to equations, and only total observational equalities 
are considered). Hence an essential difference between the technique proposed in [ 171 
and the method described in this paper is the following one. With our method, con- 
text induction is entirely “subsumed” by the proof, once for all, of the “congruence 
property” (cf. Step 5(b) of the method described in Section 8), and then the proof 
of the behavioural validity of a formula 4 amounts to the proof of the standard va- 
lidity of the lifted formula Z(4) ( w.r.t. an enriched specification). With the method 
described in [ 171, one still has to prove the behavioural validity of each formula by 
context induction, but optimized in the sense that not all observable contexts have 
to be considered, but only the observable contexts built with the so-called “defined 
functions”. It is however interesting to note that the sets of observable contexts con- 
sidered in the examples given in [17] are (not surprisingly) essentially the same as 
the sets of observable contexts we select in the first step of our method for the same 
examples. 
The most important application of our proof technique is the verification of the 
correctness of behavioural implementations. Using the results developed in this paper, 
in [6] we have investigated proof rules that allow us to establish, in a modular way, 
the correctness of behavioural implementations of structured specifications. According 
to the relationships between behavioural specifications and abstractor specifications (for 
“factorizable” equivalences, cf. Section 10 and [7]), these proof rules are also correct 
for abstractor implementations in the sense of [24]. As a consequence of our results it is 
an objective of future work to build an environment for proving behavioural theorems 
and the correctness of behavioural implementations on top of some existing theorem 
prover such as e.g. the Larch Prover. 
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